Brauniger aItoIvarioIbarograph

Hi-Vision full face helmet

Icom radios and accessories
(phone for competitive prices)

Hang Glider and Paraglider
rescue systems

Ez Eyes flying glasses

Wingtech combined ground/aero tow
bridle

AlIA

•

VISA'

Steel locking karabiner

Silva and Wayfinder compass

Map fairings .................................................................................. $25.00
Base bar protectors ................................................................... $9.51 (Pr)
Flying suits .................................................................................. $240.00
Airborne hats ................................................................................. $25.00
Hi-Vision helmet full face ............................................................. $183.83
Karabiner steel locking .................................................................. $29.20
Airborne T-shirt - short sleeve ....................................................... $25.00
T-shirt -long sleeve ....................................................................... $34.00
Edge Promo video ...........................................................-........... $25.00
Training wheels quick fit ................................................................ $70.73
Airborne jackets .......................................................................... $151.00
Wingtech tow bridle ....................................................................... $75.00
Mayday 16 pruaglider rescue system (inc.external pack) ........... $629.34
MD 16 hang glider rescue system .............................................. $545.07

Bankcard. Mastercard
and Visa card Welcome.

MD 18 hang glider rescue system .............................................. $599.81
Note: Mayday chutes comply with strict Gutesiega/ Certification
Hang loops .................................................................................... $16.31
EZ Eye flying glasses .................................................................... $80.00
Silva UN70 compass with HG or PG mount ............................... $238.36
Wsyfinder Digital auto compensating compass HG or PG ......... $212.58
Braunlger Basis SP alto varia (now inc. asi option) .................... $586.84
Braunlger Comp alto/variolbarograph ......................................... $992.74
Note: Brauniger instruments include HG or PG clamps and carry bag
Braunlger flight recorder software ................................................. $99.20
Brauniger speed sensor .............................................................. $215.76
Camera mount .............................................................................. $51.32
Neoprone cold weather Flying Gloves .......................................... $45.40
Overnight courier service $10.00

For All ICOM accessories phone for the most competitive priceS available.
Call us for a brochure on our extensive range of Hang Gliders and the new Edge Microlight.
We also stock LYNX the hottest Microlight intercom systems
Our factory is Civil Aviation
Our registered Quality

ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership renewals, short term memberships, rating forms and other
administrati ve matters shou ld be
sent to:

Official Publication Of
The Hang Gliding
Federation of Australia
Skysailor appears 12 times per year
as a service to members. For nonmembers living in Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas
magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent Economy Air), Aus $95
Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are always needed.
Articles, photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the
editor and the HGFA Board reserve
the right to edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will
NOT be published. All contributions
shou ld be accompanied by the contributor's name, address and HGFA
number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume
responsibility for the material or
opinions presented in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in
the HGFA. Copyright in articles and
other contributions is vested in each
of the authors in respect of their
contribution.
ALL SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401 ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the
best cover photo sent in. It can be a
black and white, colour photo or
slide.
All photos and material will be
returned if a stamped, self addressed
envelope is supplied.
Market Place ads are to be directed to the Editor.

DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following
month's issue!) for contributions,
market place, etc. Market Place are
free to financial members - please
quote your number - ot herwise a
charge of $5 per ad per 2 issues is
applicable. A fee of $8 per ad per 2
issues is applicable for commercial
operators .

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are :
Back cover
$225
Full page
$150
Half page
$75
$40
Quarter page
All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout. separations and ex tra work
incur additional costs.
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Hang Gliding Federation Of
Australia
Executive Director:
Ian Jarman
PO Box 558, TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
FxJAH Ans. Machine 069 474328

The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is a
member of Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI) through the Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation (ASAC).
The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia is
assisted by the Australian Sports Commission.

President: Rohan Grant
002311112 H, 002337638 W,
002 333311 Fax
Operations Manager
Craig Worth, Ph!Fx 065 592713
Mobile: 018 657419
For in/ormation about site ratings,
sites and other local mailers, contact
the appropriate state association!
region or club.

Vice-president:
Andrew Humphries, 42 Cunningham
Tce, Daglish WA 6008, 09 3816053,
093882401 Fx, 018 917537
Secretary: Shaun Keene, PO Box
81. Lyons ACT 2606, 06 2998792
H. 0 18 697820 W
Treasurer: Mark Pike, PO Box 102,
Lara Vic 32 12, 052 823446 H, 052
279348 W, 052 279497 Fx
Board Member & Competitions
Committee contact: Paul Mollison,
8 Brown St, Adamstown NSW
2289, 049570216 H, 049 499199
W, 049499395 Fx
Board Member: Michael Zupanc,
PO Box 507 Redbank Plains Qld
4301. 0781421 13 H, 018 662328 W,
078142154 Fx
Board Member: Robert Woodward,
38 Addison Rd , Black Forest SA
5035. 08 2977532 H, 08 2325405
W, 08 2237345 Fx
Board Member & Women's
Committee contact:
Jenny Ganderton, Boganol , Henry
Lawson Way, Forbes NSW 2871.
068514 148 H, 068 521455 W
Paragliding Convenor
Fred Gungl, U2/47 Walkers Lane,
Bright Vic 374 1, 0 15 854455
PHG Committee Convenor: Kevin
Magennis, PO Box 291 Laurieton
NSW 2443, 0 18 18 107 1
PHG Registration : Neville Hoger,
Mackay 079 597 105 H. 079 576483
W (Forward PHG Registrations to
HGFA Office. Tumut)
PHG Public Relations contact:
Paul Haines, Public Relations. 042
94 1031 ph/fxJtam
Coaching Committee contact:
HGFA Operations Manager

States & Regions
Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave. Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel (042) 971923
Northern NSW Region
Pres . Dane Snelling 02 9384420 W,
02 9799069H ; Sec. Ian Duncan 02
9 189962; Treas. Glenn Salmon 02
9180091
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Hans Van Santen and passenger at Noonamah.
Northern Territory
CREDITS
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ACTHGA
PO Box 3496. Manuka 2603; Pres .
Duncan Kelly 06 2805605 W, 06
2814556 H, 0 18 625091; Sec.
Catherine Thorpe 06 2896456 W. 06
2917978 H, 0 18 630496; SSO. Peter
Dall 06 2813746 H. 06 2684 139 W
NthQld:
12 Van Eldik Av, Andergrove Q
4740. Pres. Gerry Gerus 0 19
6 17935. 07034145 1 ph/fx; SeclTrs:
Ron Huxhagen 079 552913 . 079
555133 Fx
HGAWA
PO Box 82, Sou th Perth 6 15 I ; Pres
Doug Trent : 094594702 H, 09
4516990 W; Sec Keith Lush 09
3673479 H, 09 3679066 W. fx :
4741202 ; PG Rep Evan Williams 09

Jules Makk. John Heffernan
Marie Jeffery
Quality Plus. Ballina

4585454 H; Trike Rep Graham
McDonald 09 3649226 H, 09
418646 1B
VicHGPA
PO Box 400, Prahran 3181; Pres
Rob Van Der Klooster: 052 223019
AH , 052 272523 BH ; Sec Tony
Hughes : 052438245 AH, 052
641091 BH
TasHGA
14 Dresden St, Sandy Bay 7005.
Sec. James Freeman : 002 253952 H
SAHGA
I Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000; Ph 08
2130660, Fax 08 21 1711 5; Sec.
Steve Hoeffs: 08 452487 H, 08
2595991 W, Fax 08 25971 15 W
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Clubs
Queensland
Cairns HG Club
Pres Luke Walker
070514659
015675109
Sec Anton Rath
070537149
Treas. Nadine Condon
070531877
Vice Pres Nev Akers
070512438
Capricorn
Skyriders Club Inc
Pres Brian Hampson
079226527
Sec Geoff Craig
079923137
Brian Smith
079287858
Canungra HG Club
Inc
Pres. Dave Staver
0755453391
Sec. Gordon Bieske
07555435149 H
SSO. Geoff Dossetor
0755435631
PG Rep. Phil Hystek
0755437236
Gladstone HG Club
4 Caimcross St
Gladstone Q 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
079793414

Sec. Sandy Gemmell
079750232
Publicity Officer
Hans Respondek
079721203
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Qld)
53 Yungar St Coolum
Qld 4573
Pres. Mal Price
074480038
Vice-Pres Geoff
Bonhwick
074760784
SecfTreas. Cathy
Edmunds
074463421
SSO.Dave Cookman
074498573
Townsville HG Assoc
Inc
Pres Gary Rogers
077 792645 H, 077
538565 W
Vice-Pres Peter Scarfe
077 212666 H, 077
721766 W
SSO Graeme Ethenon
077 724467
Sec Dave McManus
077 723043 H
Treas Steve Duncan
077 734930 H

I Cap

I Leather Key Ring - metal with full
colour enamel logo

9.00
6.95

I Metal Lapel Badge
4.95
I Car stickers
2.00
I Embroidered badge
2.95
I Topographic maps for all areas at discount prices
I PLease add $2.50 pp for all orders. Discounts
availabLe for buLk purchases. Cheque , //Ioney
I order, bankcard, visa and mastercard acceptI ed, phone orders weLcome. Auual prices may
I vary from those shown. Terms: payment with
I
order. DeLivery 14 days when ex srock.

I HGFA Schedule of Fees
I Membership Fees
112 months (FULL) Membership

I (SA) 12 mths FULL membership
I (WA) 12 mths FULL Membership
I Additional Family Member (12 months)
Shon Term Membership (4 months)

I Visiting Pilot Membership (4 months)
I Trainee Membership (TM) 10 Days

$125
$135
$130
$50
$45
$45

I available through instructors only

$ 15
1(12 issues)"Skysailor" Subscription only $50
I Overseas (sent SAL)
$65
I Overseas (Sent Airmail)
$95

I Certificate & Insurance Fees

I Powered Operations Insurance Levy
I Passenger Endorsement annual
I

renewal fee

$20

$150
$150 pa,
Initial issue (3 mths)
$40 qtr
I Instructor Cenificates annual renewal fee$150
I Passenger Carrying Endorsements:
I Initial issue (12 mths)
$150 pa

I Instructor Cenificates (12 mths)

Whitsundays HG
Club
Pres. Wayne Smith
079513392
SecfTreas Ron
Huxhagen 079
552913, 079 555122
Fx

New South Wales
Byron Bay HG Club
Inc .
Pres Joe Banon
066803229
SSO Neil Mersham
066 858768; 018
441742
meet I st Wed 7pm ea
month Bangalow
Bowling Club
Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Russell Skillen
018404254
Sec Mark Steele
043321277
Treas Mick Hoipo
043282871
SSO Ian Duffy
018439612
2nd Wed The Entrance
RSL Club 7.30 pm
Central West HG
Club
Pres Len Paton
068537220
Sec. Jen ny Gandenon
068 511533
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927

Great Lakes HGC
Inc
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Tinson
065558091
065545700 W
SSO. Bob Barnes
065540416
IlIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet : Mountain Top
Cafe, Mt Keira 1st
Wed
Pres George Barrie
042855567
Sec Warwick Kelly
042261707
SSO. James Nathaniel
042261377
Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Anne McRitchie
064 576041
Sec . Allan Lehepuu
018484123
SSO.Heinz Gloor
064567171
Lower Blue Mts HG
Club Inc
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
St!c. Neil Glennon
SSO. Nigel Felton
026282609
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSW)
Pres. Paul Hazelgrove
018657366

(3 mths)
$40 qtr
Instructor with Passenger Carrying
$250
Endorsement annual renewal fce
Training Facility - Inspectio n and/or
Approval fee
$80 *
PHG In structor Examination & check$50
flights (payab le to PHG Examiner)
PHG Aircraft Registration (Initial issue) $100
PHG Aircraft Registration (Renew)
$50
Level I Club Coach (Valid for 4 yrs.
Issue & renewal - includes FAI Sponing
$30
Licence, manuals, etc) #
Level 2 Competitions Coach (includes
ACC training course, registration &
$30
manuals , etc) ##
FAI Sponing Licence (incl . HGFA
Comp Manual. Section 7 FAI Sponing
Code, Records ClallTI Pack (in iti al issue) $20
FAI International Pilot Proficiency
Identification Card (IPP I) Noncompetiti on flying overseas
$10
Competitions Manual
$ 10
Tow Guidelines
$nil
Replacement Operations Manual
$10
Replacement Ops Manual Binder
$15
NB: * Charged at $80 per half day of inspection
plus travel expenses (max . $250 per inspection/approval) .
# To be introduced late 1995 or early 1996.
## Includes all updated mate ri al from Level I.
There is no charge for PHG Temporary Satellite
Facility approvals .

L _____________________________
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Sec & SSO. Lee Scott
065565265
Ben Leonard
065821966
Mudgee District
Sport Aviation Club
Inc
Sec. Darryl Ashlin
063742536
SSO. Bruce Barcham
063742092
Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
018689243
Sec Bill Olive
049213804 W
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946
SSO Ross Duncan
049431900
meet last Wed Souths
Leagues Club
Northern Beaches
HG Club Inc
(Sydney)
Pres: Jim Allen
029711715 H
Sec: Craig Docheny
029824468
SSO. Forrest Park
024502674
Stanwell Park Club
PO Box 258
Helensburgh NSW
2508
Pres. Rob Fakes
015237565
Sec . Karen Lederer
042942273
Treas. Ian Lobb
SSO. Mark Mit sos
042 949065, 0 18
864083
meet 7.30pm 1st Sun
ea month Helensburgh
Workers ' Club
Sydney HG Club
Pres Dick Heffer
023872613
Treas John Trude
024166758
Sec Steve Hocking
02 3274484
Sydney Paragliding
Club
Pres Peter Bowyer
025254175
Vice Pres Tim Gearing
042681725
Sec DeIrdre Skillen
027275087
Treas Roger
Montgomery
022203 199
SSO Mark Mitsos
042674570
TamwortIlfManilla
HGC
A ndrew Pepper
067654520
Richard Riley
067821073
067821267
SSO .Pat Lenders
067729272

Victoria
Eastern HG Club
Pre,. Lance Sheppard
059623570 H
Sec. John Caner
m 7285203 H
SSO Harry Summons
059646055 H
Meet 3rd Wed York On-Li lydalc . Lilydale
North East Victoria
HG C1uh Inc
Prcs & SSO Geoff
White

057501244,018
052793
Sec Karl Texler Jnr
057501733
Treas David Romeril
057562216
Club meets 1st
Saturday ea month
Bright Shire Offices
7.30 pm
Southern HG Club
Pres. Mike Slape
03 5438331 AH
1st Tues Anchor &
Hope Tav Church St
Richmond
Sky High PG Club
Pres Rachel Bain
03 98889454 H
03 98983742 W
Sec. David Mills
0398192712 H
03 92822448 W
Ist Wed ea month
Retreat Hotel. 226
Nicholson St,
Abbotsford
Southern Cross
Paragliding Inc
Pres. Kevin GingellKent
Sec . Craig Maninson
03 5928382
Meet last Wed of ea
month Anchor & Hope
Hotel 48 I Church St
Ri chmond
Western Victorian
Hang Gliding Club
Pres. Phillip Campbell
053428569
Tres. Andrew
McKinnon 03 4371069
Vice Pres. Nicole
Shalders 053 318178
Sec. Meg Bailey
053492845
SSO. Rohan Holtkamp
053492845
Club meet s last Sat ea
month at Golden Age
Hotel Beaufon

Western Australia
Avon Valley Hang
Gliding Club
Pres. David Drabble
0930718 16
Vice Pres. Rob
Stevenson 09 3647872
Sec . Mike Field
094097903
Treas. Michael Derry
093415271
Cloud Base
Paragliding Club Inc
Pres Evan Williams
094585454
Sec Julian McPherson
09 38X 1584
Meet 1st Wed,
Boulevard Ale House
East Vic Park
Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. Gary Bennett
093804357
Sec Anna Munt
09377202 1
The Great Sandy
Desert HG Club
Pres. Ian Sallie
091 798487 H
Sec Joe Langford
09 1 798655 H
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From the Editor's
Keyboard
recently attended the
HGFA Board and AGM meetings in Sydney from September
16-17. Such meetings always
bring home to me the enormous
amount of work that is involved
in running a sport the size of
ours and it wouldn ' t be possible
without the dedication of our
board members, employees and
the many volunteers.
In this edition you will find
the President's report and a
large part of the Executive
Director's report, as well as
some financial statements. If
you would like to know more,
speak to a Board member or
your club committee, to whom a
full set of reports are sent.
Some brief notes from the
meeting follow. New Zealand
are embarking on a certification
standard for paragliders in the
near future.
In the near future there will
be some discussions between
the HGFA, GFA and AUF
regarding aircraft that fall into
the' grey' areas between the dif-

ferent federations such as non
YH
registered
sailplanes
(S uperfloater), class 2 aircraft
and other matters including
aerotowing.
Throughout the weekend
there was much discussion on
site acquisition in the form of
purchasing or leasing etc. The
logistics of such projects are
huge but with careful management, we should be able to set
up some guidelines in this area.
Next month I will reproduce
Rob Woodward's report.
New merchandise should be
avai lable before Christmas - a
helpful bonus to your Christmas
shoppi ng!
Mollo gave us a summary
of the proposed scoring system
which is a combination of hi s
and Angelo Crapanzano's. The
competition manual is now
ready however the national
team selec ti on criteria and
process is to be reviewed by the
competitions committee.
Of course the big event of
the weekend was our Awards
Night. This year, some of our
vo lunteers
received
many

"'&~

1995-96
November 1995
2-7

Flyright Challenge, Rutherford Airfield, NSW
National weightshift aircraft competition.
Contact Chris or Johanne 018 490622

December 1995
Annual Rainbow Beach Competition. Contact
Geoff Borthwick 074 760784

January 1996
26-10 Feb

5th Women 's World Championships, Bright
Contact Ian Jarman 069 472888

February 1996
21-25 Feb

Training Camp, AIS ?
Ian Jarman

recognition at the gathering that
was held at the Orient Hotel.
There will be more details next
month.
The night was a huge success. Many thanks to Ian (and
Margaret) for organisi ng what
must have been a very ditficult
ass ignment gi ven that no-one
knew juS! how many pilots
would make the effort to attend.
The number was certainly heartening and next year's presentation will be even better.

I was also very impressed
with the number of members
who took the time and effort to
attend at various times throughout the weekend, and also the
great distances that some of
them had travelled. I believe it
is the only way to really understand how such associations are
run.
Out of room so until next
month ... good flying!

Marie j effery

Introducing the latest Reserve Parachute

The HGR 20
Check out these features:
I.

Weighs on ly 2.5 kgs

2.

Totally Australian made

3.

Manufactured in S.E. Queensland

4.

24 hou r hot line seven days a week

5.

Always in stock for immediate delivery

6.

Assembled in deployment bag and ready for fitting

7.

Built to the same high standard s as skydiving parachutes

8.

Can be repaired by an Australian Parachute Federation approved parachute
Ri gger " B"

9.

Free owner's manual with every parachute

I O.

Other models and sizes avail ab le

Proudly manufactured by:

Roochutes Australia Pty Ltd
PO Box 125. Wynnum Q 4178

PhlFax: 07 3934409

September 1995
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authorities to whom we must answer or cost
effectively deliver services to our members.
The Executive Director, Treas urer and Paul
Molli son have my gratitude for these ongoing and generall y thankless tasks .

1995 ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING

Operations Manager are making as they
work towards bringing about this critical
change in pilot behaviour.

It has been a pleasure to serve as
President over the last twelve months. The
reason is that the Board, its advisory committees, our many volunteers and especially
our staff continue to serve the members to a
very high standard. This inspires me to work
for our organisation, and it is rewarding to be
associated with an organisation that is so
well regarded by others working in sport and
aviation fields, particularly as I learn of th e
gai ns that our sport is making.
The Operations Manager has settled in to
the role and is starting to bring about measurable improvements in safety, operational
standards and in instruction . Nowhere was
this change in attitude more evident than at
the National Instructors ' Conference, which I
attended, at Wangaratta in May. The Board is
committed to the substantial improvement in
instructional standards and has set an ambitious but realistic schedule. [ am pleased with
the progress that ou r instructors and

Mountain Cross Country
Adventure

All inclusive, this Mountain Adventure has :

Areas to be explored

Breakfast, lunch and ullmer
Experienced inSlrUClor on hand
Tips on cross counlry flying
Tesl flighl s
And much much more
will include: Mounl Buffalo. Mounl B~auty .

Corryong and Tumut.
At Silent Flight we specialise in helping pilots get the most Ollt of their flying .
Whether you are Novice, tntermediate or Advanced. experience the thrill of flying
high over post card scenery and bring back memories that wi ll never be forgotten.

Call Silent Flight and book in for the time of your life.
YHur hnsu: rur tht MuunUlin ad,'(nturt= iIIrt Tuvt :md (;ranlllt=;.ult:y. Yt), holnlo: Io:lidiu).! b uur hu.o,inl·~.

'Call rove on (06) 294 1466
\' \\111i III ' W ~"1I1',' ,md 1<'111' h.'t'l..

1.111,

.1' '1.ll'·~ .U,· llttlll~ I.I~I

Call for more mlmmallo n.
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In the past twelve
months unwanted stress
was placed on our organisation by the recent court
challenge to our operational
procedures. The
Board and th e Executive
Director are to be thanked
/I
for their fo resight in making adeq uate provision of
resources to accommodate
this challenge, as are our
legal advisers for their
adv ice and representations. The case's outcome confirmed that our new Constitution
requires further minor refinements to provide
adequate protection for our members' rights
as pilots . These amendme nts to the
Constitution will be put to the membership
for endorsement very short ly.

((, .. we are seeing benefits from the aevefopment of refationships with co[feagues
in other aviation sports, especia[fy the
q:J.!lL, J'lS.!lLC ana intemationa[ organisations such as C/VL and :J.!lLI ...

Other notable operational ac hi evements
are the long worked for acceptance of our
Operations Manual by the Civi l Aviation
Authority, with the public recognition by that
authori ty and ot her aviation user groups that
we are capable
pilots and navIgators. To enj oy
access to 10,000
n OCTA , uncontrolled
airports
and VHF radio
will require comDue to popular demand Silent Flight is organising a
mitment to and
non-towing adventure for early in 1996.
unquestioned
observance from
Commencing on Sunday 3/3/95 and ending on Saturday 9/3/93 this
:111 of us of rhe
seven day hang gliding event is one not to be missed.
standards inherent
in these new freeWe will travel to places that have hosted prestigious competitions
doms.
such as the World and Australian Championships. As with all
More subtle
fantastic hang gliding si tes height gains of 10,OOOft and distances of
but just as impor100km are not uncommon .
tant gai ns have
7 days flying
All lifts up hills
All retrieval
Accommodation

No matter how well we try to manage
our sport we must recogni se and allow for
th e
unpredictab le
circumstances
that
inevi tably res ult from the dynamic and complex environment in whi ch we must work.
The ongoin g rationalisation of airspace management will be the most obviof these
ous source
impacts, but by no means
the only origin of ferment.

been made by our
adm ini strative
team. The cont in ued development
and improvement
of our members '
data bases and
financial systems
bear directly on
our access to air
space and all the
other benefits that
we enjoy as members.
Without
them we can not
regula te ourse lves
to the standards
required by the

The following challenges. in addi ti on to
the objectives set ou t in our Five Year Pl an ,
are ev ident in the future :

•

Organisation
of
the
World
Championships to the high standard
expected of this country will req uire special attention and resourcing.

•

Further changes to airspace and aviation
safety management wi ll require our continued active vigil ance and lobbying of
our rights as pilots. and the refinement of
our operational systems.

•

The joint goals of improved safety and
increased retention of members. as they
are equipped with the skills that enable
them to achieve their tlying objectives
and progress towards reali sing their
dreams. will require us to continue to
develop and raise the standard of instruction in our schools.

•

Continued growt h. especially issues of
administrative scalabi lity as we exceed
3000 members , and operational standards
a, weight sh ift microlights popularity
continues to grow, will require extension
of skills and resources.

•

Increased operational costs. as government ,upport continues to recede. the
need for pi lot insurance cover of $ IOM,
the im pact of petty claim~ on premium~.
and threat of taxation to fund Olympic
~ports at the expense of "hobbies" , will
threaten continued stability of annual

SKYSAILOR

Dear Marie

membership subscriptions and must be
countered with imagination.
We have the skills and can acquire the
resources
to meet these
challenges.
Moreover, we are actively developing strategic alliances that will assist us to develop our
sport far beyond our internal means. Already
we are seeing benefits from the development
of relationships with colleagues in other aviation sports, especially the GFA, ASAC and
international organisations such as CIVL and
FAI, in co mplementary industries and in the
wider community in which we operate. An
obvious recent example is the endorsement
by pilots in other forms of aviation of our bid
to CAA for access to 10,000 ft OCTA.
I am confident that the management
team, both volunteers and professional staff,
will continue to provide the highest standard
of service to our members, with all the
resources and imagination available to them.
To aid them I call on each of you to give all
the support you can muster, to see your sport
develop and prosper.
As always, let me finish with the
reminder that the single most importa nt challenge for each of us is that our next flight is a
safe one.

The system of a pilot putting $1 into a
fund after every !light with the property
owner entering a raffle appears to be successful. It is a good "ice breaker" to obtain the
property owner's name and address and to
inform the property owner that they are in
the draw for major prizes as a result of pilots
landing on their property. It isn' t necessary to
mention that it is only $1 but worthwhile
mentioning that the kitty builds up to several
hundred dollars. The best part is they welcome you to return with more pilots to
improve their chances of securing a prize!
The prizes are drawn at the end of each fly ing season and it is surprising how quickly
the kitty builds up.
I would recommend thi s system to all
clubs.
Pat Purcell, President
Gladstone Hang Gliding Club Inc.

Dear Editor

association, an alliance, an organisation, or a
league.
As far as changing the public's perception of the people who fly flex-wing aircraft,
by changing the name of the governing body
to which those people belong, it sounds too
silly for words. The best way to change that
is to keep improving our performance in various areas in the public eye. The obvious
areas like safety performance being paramount, and maybe getting involved in promotional acti vities with other sports. For
example it may be possible to do aero tow
exhibitions at large sporting events such as
motor race meetings, and air shows and the
like.
That's about enough from me for now,
but I would like to add that I do thoroughly
enjoy the magazine and look forward to my
FIX very month. Keep up the good work.
Yours faithfully,
Alan Bond f!

As far as a change of name for the
Federation goes I am against the change for
change sake and I'm yet to be co nvinced by
any sound reasoning otherwise. The name
Hang Gliding Federation embodies the sports
that the Federation represents. Are not
paragliders and trikes just different classes of
hang gliders? Do their pilots not hang below
the wing which gives them lift? Technically
speaking I' m not su re how much it matters
that we are a Federation as op posed to an

Rohan Grant, #72266
12 September, 1995 f!
Suggested /lame alld Logo submilled
by JuLes Makk
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December 16-17: Meet at Freeman's Waterhole at 9.30 am
(Newcastle Club Xmas party Saturday night)
February 24-25: Meet at Freeman's Waterhole at 9.30 am
March 16-17: Meet at Manila at 9.30 am
The concept of a NSW State League was the brainchild of Steve
Gilmour. Steve, Mark Newland and Rick Duncan discussed the idea
of a state league held over weekends once a month.

Australian Competitions
1995 Lawrence Hargrave Paragliding Challenge
Has been extended to the end of 1995 to give both visiting and local
pilots a better chance of achieving their best flights at Stanwell Park.

Take the Challenge and complete your best out and return flight, or
try for open distance along the Illawarra Escarpment. Prizes include
the Challenge Cup in Open Division, and prizes for novice and intermediate pilots as well.
$5 entry fee to cover printing and other costs, $5 entry fee to Sydney
Paragliding Club members or $20 for others. Includes complimentary
club membership, map entry kit and documentation.

Peter Bowyer, President Sydney Paragliding Club

NSW State League
October 28-29: Meet at Freeman's Waterhole at 9.30 am
November 25-26: Meet at Freeman's Waterhole at 9.30 am

Our main aim is to try to encourage up and coming pilots to compete and gain experience flying with some of our best pilots in the
country. The league would be eligible for national ladder points with a
B rating. Results will be determined from the pilot's best 5 rounds.
The league will be run in conjunction with the HGFA competitions manual with turnpoint films handed in after every weekend.
The main part of the comp will be run in the Hunter Valley area
over the above dates .
Entry fee for the entire 10 rounds will be $50 which will cover
film processing and local map. Surplus funds will go to prize money.
For further details, contact Steve Gilmour (Moyes 02 3875622),
Mark Newland (Enterprise 042 942052) and Rick Duncan (A irBorne
049 499199).

Flyright Challenge
2-7 November 1995
A national weightshift aircraft competition to be held at Rutherford
Airfield, NSW. The competition is co-ordinated by Stan Gunn. Entry
fee $100. Rules are now avai lable for a small fee of $5, payable to
Flyright Aviation (post included) . Limited positions so book early. For
further information, contact Chris or 10hanne 018 490622. C/- PO
Lochinvar NSW 2321.

.............................................
1995 Queensland State Paragliding Titles
and Competition Strategies Clinic,
Killarney area SE Qld
11-14 November 1995, inclusive
Venue: Killarney area, 150km SE of Brisbane
Max. No. entries: 50 with preference to the top 15 on the
national ladder then by order of entry
Pilot requirements: Minimum restricted rating with at
least 20 logged thermal hours. Desi re to beat your personal best.
Equipment: UHF, recently packed reserve. camera (data
back preferable)
Thi s comp will be combined with the Manill a XC comp
to satisfy the criteria for an 'A' grade compo

ONt DAY IT
DAWNf 1> ON AN

All enquiries and entries should be forwarded to Phil
Hystek on Ph/Fax 07 55437237 or send ent ry fee to:
Canungra Hang Gliding Club PO Box 61 Canungra Qld
4275 .

.1995
................................... .
FLYTEC CUP (Paragliding)
Manilla NW NSW

WAS

NO LONGER

SImP ~y
RECREATIONAL

16-19 November 1995
First prize: FLYTEC 3030 pro inc software $1050)
Second prize: HANWAG FLY 2000, flying boots ($350)
Third: SKYWATCH wind meter ($ 100)
Other prizes incl. $\000 discount off any ADVANCE
glider (transferable) for the best intermediate pilot. EZYEYES sunglasses and T-shirts.

Category: National Ladder' A' grade (in co njunction
with th e Qld Open)
Maximum entries: 75
trllry fee: $50 ($60 for late entries after 17 Oct) Cheque
or MO to "Manilla Comps" PO Box 7 Grose Vale NSW
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2753. Entry fee includes posted info. pack, films/processing and limited up hill transport.

Requirements: Intermediate inland experience, databack camera, UHF
radio, reserve, 1:250,000 Natmap 'Manilla' SH 56-9 is recommended.
Novice wind techs. are most welcome.
For more information phone Godfrey Wenness on 045 721594 or fax
045721542.

1995 Womens Flyin
24-26 November 1995 inclusive
Venue: Mt Buffalo & Kiewa Valley Vic
Contact Kaylee Mackenzie phone 057 50 I 059

1995 Womens Hang Gliding Open
27 November - 1 December 1995
Venue: Mt Buffalo area
An organiser/meet director is needed for this competition. Any volunteers please contact Rachel Bain 03 98889454 H.

1995 Womens Paragliding Open
Vellue & dates: As for Womells Hallg Gliding Open
It has been suggested by a few women that they would like to participate in a Womens Paragliding Open, however we need further expressions of interest so that the viability of such a competition can be
determined. If you would like to participate either as an organiser or
competitor please ring Kaylee Mackenzie on 057 501059.

Victorian Alpine Open 1995 (Paragliding)

Information and registration evening December 27th. Meetings
each morning at 9.30 am to decide on the day 's flying and to organise
cars.
Several of the sites are intermediate rating, or novice with
advanced rating supervision. Gundowring launch which is a 1500'
novice site may also be used. Novice and intermediate pilots need to
bring along their log books. All pilots must have inland footlaunch
experience.
Daily prizes for good launches , good flights, good landings, good
sporting deeds. Prize for best substantial flight of the week (photos
required). Club and Team prizes as well.
A great opportunity for schools to give some of their customers
some advanced flying.
Activities organised if inclement weather; walking, mountain biking etc. Evening activities as well.

Entry fee: $15. Maximum of 40 pilots.
Send 10: Kiewa Valley Flyin, 18 Tawonga Cres, Mt Beauty 3699.
Enquiries leanette McLaren or Dermot Meaney 057544910.

1996 Hay Australian Nationals
28 December 1995 - 4 January 1996 inclusive
Registration and practice 27 December.
Entry fee $150 if received by 30 November 1995, $165 thereafter.
Note: prizes will be awarded to AA, A, Band C grades as per
Jerry Gerus' letter, April Skysailor.
Minimum of four paid entries per team to reserve a strip. It is the
pilots' responsibility to organise themselves into a team. The maximum capacity of the tow paddock is 42 teams. Open to all pilots with
tow endorsements and Australian Federation membership. Camera
essential (databack optional). GPS will be permitted. Entry fee

Ve1Iue: Bright
Category: AA - 8 day competition
Class: intermediate/advanced
Date: 2-9 December 1995 (Sunday 10 December lay day & presentation)
Cost: $145 includes 2 films & processing of all main films
Category: C - 4 day competition
Class: Novice/intermediate
Date: 2-5 December
Cost: $60 - no turnpoint photography required

Registration: Victorian Alpine Open 1995 , PO Box 3 Bright Vic
551753,
fax
057
501153,
email
3741,
phone 057
lOO352.530@compuserve.com
Scoring system: HGFA
Sites: Mystic (site record 150 km), Emu (site record 75 km),
Gundowring (si te record 35 km), Buckland Ridge (s ite record 98
km)
Organisers: Brian Webb, Competition; Heather Stricek, Meet
Director
Retrieve: UHF 20 simplex/8 duplex ; 015 933946/018 352048

1995 Rainbow Beach Competition
Dales: 27-29 December
This annual competition caters for all levels of competition but
places particular emphasis on introducing novi ce pilots to the joys
of competition. Contact Geoff Borthwick 074 760784 or Cathy
Edmunds 074 463421

Kiewa Valley Flyin
28 December to 3 Jalluary 1996, illclusive. All footlaullched
jlexwillgs welcome.
Especially for those pilots who had planned for the Bogong Cup
at its usual time and don't want to fly at the Flatlands.
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includes information booklet, first film and developing and presentation party. Our aim is a break-even budget. Any prize money will be
due to greater entry numbers than anticipated or reduced costs from
budget estimates.
Registration and enquiries to: .. J996 Hay Nationals ", Western
Victorian Hang Gliding Club (Secretary), Meg Bailey, RMB 236B,
Trawalla 3373. Please include your address, phone no., glider no. (if
still on from other comps) and other team members.
For further information phone/fax 053 492845.

1996 Bogong Cup

Competition enquiries: Heather Stricek, phone 057 551503 (before 10
pm!!).
Accommodation enquiries: Mt Beauty
Information Centre phone 057 541267

Accommodation

and

1996 Corryong Cup
The Corryong Cup is on again and will be run by the lIIawarra
Hang Gliding club for the 5th consecutive year. Last year 's flying was
unbelievable with 5 days of nil wind and booming thermals. It probably is a bit too much to hope for the same again, but you never know.

Dates: Wednesday 17 - Sunday 21 January 1996 (with 17th being
a fly -in fun day)

AustraUa's premier alpine Iwng gliding event
6-14 January 1996 inclusive (Registration day Friday 5 January)
Included in Entry fee: Chance to win great cash & prizes ; quality Tshirt; mobile goal team; presentation dinner (Jan 14); paramedics onsite; all Officials paid; 2 films; map; famous novelty prizes.
The competition will be offered in the following grades: Open! A
grade, AA grade (open to pilots ranked 21-50 on the National ladder,
with quality prizes to match!), B grade, C grade
30 places reserved until October 31 for each of the following categories: International pilots, AJAA grade, B grade, C grade; thereafter,
places allocated on receipt of entry fee.
Note: due to large Wornens Worlds contingent expected this year,
we anticipate a record demand for places. Book now to avoid disappointment! !

Entry fee: $160
Send entry fee (chequeJbank cheque/money order payable to Bogong
Cup) together with name, postal address, contact phone no. and existing glider ID number (if any) to: Bogong Cup Registrations C/- PO
Box 308 Bright Vic 3741.

Venue: Corryong, Victoria, using Mt Elliot and Mt Mittamatite
sites
Maximum entries: strictly 50 pilots
Entry fee: $45 which includes meal at presentation night and
BBQ during competition and numerous prizes. Entry fee to be paid
prior to 7 days after confirmation of entry to ensure position.
Requirements: Intermediate rating minimum with logged inland
experience, camera, altimeter, UHF radio, recently packed parachute
and maps as required.
Headquarters for the competition will be the Courthouse Hotel
and there is a variety of caravan parks and camping grounds in the
area, the most popular being the Mt Mittamatite Caravan Park.
For enquiries and confirmation of positions telephone Glenn or
Sue Connor (at a reasonable time), on 042943701 or 015247394.
Send competition fees to 13A Georges Road, Otford NSW 2508.

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS & MICROLIGHTS
Chilled out down south?
•

Proprietor Stan Roy

"

Come have a flYing holiday With us
on Queensland's beautiful Sunshine
Coast, 7 hour north of Brisbane

*
*
*

*
*
*
*
•
•
•
•

I

26 years as
Hang Gliding Instructor
Senior PHG Instructor

Ph: 074459185 or 018 986796
Hang gliding : Novice & extension courses
Fast-tracking novice - intermediate airtime
Ground tow courses using safe pay-out winch
Aero tow courses using slow XL tug
Foot launch, dolly launch and car tow. Also platform launch .
Coastal and inland flying
Punters/Jelly flyers : Special conversion course
Fly those shallow and restricted take offs that elude you
Cross country flights that you dream of
Solve your penetration problems
Don't stagnate - extend yourself!

Trike training on docile Pegasus XL or Quantum
Hangared trikes and briefing room at Cooloola
Sports Airport
Camping, cabins, motels, 24 hour food
Sales: Pegasus and Quantum
Very reasonable rates
Accessories and parts: pods, trike covers, soft
sides, map holders, windsocks , bar mitts.
Assistance for 95.10 builders .
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The Forbes Flatlands Pre-Pre-Worlds 1996
16-23 January 1996
The best trophies; the best competition; the best organisation; the
best flying; the best weather; the best T-shirts; the best goa l officials;
the best scorer; YOU'D best be there!
Accommodation (all are sponsors of the competition)
Lake Forbes Motel 068 522922
Vande nberg Hotel 068 522015
Victoria Hotel 068 521269
Albion Hotel 068 511881
Forbes Apex Caravan Park 068 521929
Lachlan View Caravan Park 068 521055

Registration: 15 January 1996 at Vandenberg Hotel. Free fi lms
throughout the competition (excluding back-up films). Maps avai lable for sale including marked turnpoints and goals.
Entry requirements: Data back camera, tow endorsement, minimum 4
paid entries to reserve strip
Entries: 'Flatties', PO Box 950 Nerang Qld 4211 . $220 up to
14111/95 thereafter $250
Enquiries: Richard & Sue Nevins 07 55963600; Dave Staver/Linda
Riggs 0755453391 (up to 28/10/95)

Paragliding Flatlands, Hay or Forbes
26 January - 4 February 1996

Open, B grade, Womens and possibly Masters .
Entry fee $120 includes T-shirt and dinner. Late entry fee of $15
after 25 February 1996.
Limited to 60 pilots maximum . Advanced rated or competent intermediate. UHF radio, repacked parachute & data back camera required. In
association, the 'Airborne Interc lub Challenge' trophy will be contested. This trophy is currently held by the Newcastle Club.
Entry open now, cheque or MO marked '96 NSW Titles to Bill Olive,
42 Princes Ave, Charlestown NSW 2290. Phone 049213804 wk.

Overseas Competitions
New Zealand Paragliding Nationals
Queenstown
6 - 13 January 1996

Ell try fee: $ 180 incl udes comp transport, fi lms, maps, party & heli
lift.
COlltact: Simon Nighy 03 4425854, PO Box 824 Queenstown

World Hang Gliding Series
8-14 June: Castejon de Sos, Pyranees, Spain. Organiser: Salvador
Mogas, Barcelona 23; tel +34 32107752, fax +34 3568 2903
16-22 June: Sierra Nevada, Spain. Organiser: Juan Morillas, Granada;
tel +34 58 488560, fax +34 58 488726
23-29 June: Piedrahita, central Spain. Organiser: Steve Ham, Avila,
tel/fax: +342036222215

Organiser: Peter Champion

Paragliding Open/Pre-World Cup
Bright

Discussion are in progress for further WHGS to be held in France,
Italy, Turkey and USA. ~

28 February - 6 March 1996
Organi ser: Brian Webb 057 551753 , fax
l00352.530 @compuserve.com

057 501 153, email

WA State Championships, Wongan Hills
End February/early March
Open to all pilots with cash prizes. For further information call Sam
Blight 09 3363738 BH and 09 3397991 AH.

1996 NSW Paragliding Open
Manilla NW NSW
9-16 March 1996
First prize: GPS Garmin 45 ($800)
Second prize: HANWAG FLY 2000 flying boots ($350)
Third prize: EZY -EYES su nglasses ($80)
Other prizes incl. $1000 discount off any ADVANCE glider (transferab le) for the best intermediate pilot. SKYWATCH windmeter, EZYEYES sunglasses and T-shirts.

Category: National Ladder' A' grade
Maximum entries: 75
Entryfee: $100 ($ 125 for late entri es after 16 Feb) Cheque or MO to
"Manilla Comps" PO Box 7 Grose Vale NSW 2753. Entry fee
includes posted info. pack, all films/processing and limi ted up hill
transport.
Requirements: Intermediate inland experience, databack camera, UHF
radio, reserve, 1:250,000 Natmap ' Manill a' SH 56-9 is recommended.
Novice wind techs. are most welcome.
For more information phone Godfrey Wenness on 045 721594 or fax
04572 1542.

NSW Titles, Manilla
Dates: 17 - 24 March 1996
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In the heart of Victoria's
finest alpine country

Come and stay at a hostel operated by a
pilot for pilots.
Comes with local site knowledge, AVFAX
weather information, XC planning advice
and a radio base.
Sky out during the day , then come and
relax and exchange your flying yarns with
pilots from all over the globe.
The hostel is in the centre of town, opposite
the PO. Look for the windsock at the top
end of town.
A night will cost you from $ 14 per person
(share). Our Frequent Flyer Plan can reduce
the cost even further! Twins and dorms,
Breakfast available from $2 .75

Contact Geoff or Maz White
PO Box 67, Top Floor, 4 Ireland St
Bright Vic 374 1

Tel: 057 501244, Fax: 057 501246
Mob: 018 052793, UHF repeater #8
11

OPERATIONS MANAGER'S
REPORT
before jumping into a high performance glider will depend on the individual. Some say
that forty hours is
sufficient. I suggest
that a minimum of
I neglected to mention last month that the
80
hours
and
course will also be open to existing instrucPilot
Advanced
tors wishing to fulfil course attendance
Certificate is a bare
requirements for instructor certificate renewThe
minimum.
al. I suggest that all West Australian instrucIntermediate
or
tors take the opportunity to attend the course,
"recreational" glidas it may be years before another course is
ers on the market
held in the west.
today perform betHigh Performance Equipment
ter than many of
the early model
Accident reports are still coming in
advanced gliders,
involving low airtime pilots flying advanced
the major differgliders. Though a high performance glider
ence being their ease of handling and forgivmay be several years old, it is still a high
ing flight characteristics. What is the hurry?
performance glider and will usually require
An accident resulting in an injury will put a
a greater degree of pilot skill to fly it safely.
complete halt to your flying. A gradual proThe amount of experience a pilot needs
gression supported by steadily gaining experience on gliders
that will forgive a
minor error by the
pilot is by far
preferable.
An
inexperienced
pilot flying a high
The industry's smallest GPS receiver!
performance glidMultiTrac8™ operating system
er may gain an
continously tracks and uses up to 8
advantage in glide
satellites for fast, accurate
performance, but
positioning.
more often than
not this can be
Revolutionary rocker/keypad system
outweighed by an
allows room for a large, backlit LCD
inability to climb
display with easy-to-read characters
efficiently
in the
and full-featured graphic plotting.
available lift, not
Graphic presentation pages for
to mention the
satellite status, position, compass,
added difficulty in
moving map plotting and COl
landing safely.
navigation offer intuitive guidance
Medical
and user-friendly operation .
irstly a reminder to all instructors and
that
the
prospective
instructors
Instructor Training Course in Perth
will be conducted from October 23-25.

F

Differential-Ready accuracy - just
add the optional GBR 21 receiver for
accuracy to 5-10 metres, regardless
of Selective Availability.
250 alphanumeric waypoints, 20
reversible routes and 10 to 20 hours
of use from a single set of alkaline
batteries makes the ocean's smallest
GPS the biggest value in navigation.

MAHlO TRADING
Henry lawson Way,
Forbes NSW 2871
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Expiry

$650
tax exempt price

Phone: 068537216
Fax: 068537230

It has been
several
years
since we started
issuing Passenger
Carrying
Endorsements and
therefore
pilots
having
the
endorsement
should check the
expiry date of
Medical
their
Certificate and

undergo another medical examination if
necessary.
The period of validity of Medical
Certificates has been extended to four years
for pilots under forty years of age and
remains at two years for pilots older than
forty. The Operations Manual requires that to
maintain a current Passenger Carrying
Endorsement a pilot must hold a valid
Medical Certificate. The medical examination must be conducted by a CASA approved
Medical Examiner (DAME) and application
made for renewal on a Passenger Carrying
Endorsement Renewal Application Form

(signed by the DAME) . Forms can be
obtained from an HGFA Instructor or from
the HGFA office.

Microlight Registration
All microlights must be registered to
be legally flown. Feedback received from
CASA is that a blitz targeting registration of
sport aircraft has been launched. Pilots flying
unregistered microlights not only risk prosecution for operating in breach of the CAOs,
but are not covered by the HGFA insurance
policy.

Aerotowing Legality
The HGFA Management Board have
asked that I inform members of the legal
position in regard to aerotowing hang gliders .
As I mentioned in last month 's report, CASA
are insistent that tugs must be certified aircraft.
Therefore the
HGFA Towing
Procedures Manual Section 3. 1.4 states:

AerolOw tugs must be certified: to CAO
lOi.55, or a similar standard approved
by the Civil Aviation Safety Authority, or
f or operation under CAO 95.32; and be
fitt ed with an HGFA appro ved release
system which complies with the HGFA
Stalldard for Towing installations.
At the time of writing, the Airborne Edge
is the only tug which complies with these criteria. Bill Moyes has gained an exemption
from CASA to allow him to carry out aerotowing with two specific tugs to enable the
Dragonfly to be developed . Bill is currently
in Europe working to get the Dragonfly certified to a standard which is recognised by
CASA.
Pilots should be aware that if they are
aerotowed by an unapproved tug, they may
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not be covered by the HGFA Insurance
Policy in the event of an accident related to
the aerotowing operation.

More on Circuits
West Australian pilot Jason Bromel1 has
pointed out a statement in my August report
that could be misleading. My quote from the
Operations Manual stated:

The "dead " side is the side of the runway
which is not being used by powered aircraft, i.e. the side opposite the circuit
area.
Jason correctly points out that many
powered aircraft pilots refer to the "dead
side" as the "let down side" and after overflying the runway use the dead side to lose
height prior to joining circuit.
Glider pilots should also use the dead
side to lose height, keeping a lookout at al1
times (as always when flying in the vicinity
of airports). In Jason's words: "I would hate
to think that the poor little hang glider pilot
thinks he is totally safe only to find a powered aircraft plummeting at them at J50
knots". The bottom line is see and be seen,
use your VHF radio if you have one and
keep a sharp lookout.

Log Book
I hear on the grapevine that many pilots
are not keeping a personal Flight Log Book. I
draw your attention to Section 6.1.12 of the
Operations Manual which requires al1 pilots
to keep a personal log book.

Flight Currency
Looking at recent accident trends, pilots
who have not had recent airtime are more
prone to having an accident. There is a defi nite increase in accident numbers after the
winter break. Pilots must consider this when
first flying after a break and take appropriate
care by increasing all safety margins.
Some ways to increase safety margins
are:
ensure that flying conditions are not
too challenging (avoid nil wind days,
strong winds or strong turbulence, etc.) ;
increase
margins
of separation
between other aircraft and terrain (if
flying in company - double your usual
separation limits, avoid flying close to
hil1s, trees, etc.);
ensure full concentration when launching and landing; and
generally fly conservatively.

VHF Radio Endorsements
With our hang glider and paraglider
pilots now beginning to carry VHF radio,
pilots wishing to use VHF radio need to
undergo training and gain an HGFA Radio
Endorsement. To gain the endorsement pilots
need to undergo training by an HGFA
Microlight Chief Flying Instru ctor and fulfil
all the requirements of Section 7.4.5 of the
Operations Manual (the Syllabus of Training
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required is specified in Section 8.5 of the
Manual) . Though Section 7.4.5.1 (d) states
that the radio endorsement may be issued by
any HGFA Instructor or Senior Safety
Officer who holds the endorsement. Until
other instructors and SSOs gai n personal
experience with VHF radio usage, I ask that
pilots approach our CFls.

Accidents
No 1
Pilot 1
Experience:

Restricted Certi ficate - 3
hours

Pilot 2
Experience:
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:

Advanced Certificate
Paragliders
Minor bruises and
scratches
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather
Light wind
Conditions:
Site:
Coastal site
Description: The advanced pilot was
soaring the site in light lift as the novice pilot
launched. After his first pass the novice was
slightly below launch height and after turning moved closer to the ridge and was slowly
gaining height as he again approached the
launch area. He could see the other pilot in
front, higher and to his right, headed in the
same direction. The novice glanced at his
wing to check sufficient clearance from the
hill, looked up and saw the advanced pilot
turning back toward him. Though it first
appeared that he would pass above the wing,
the higher pilot landed in the middle of the
canopy. Both canopies col1apsed and the
pilots fel1 onto the hill face, suffering minor
injury. The novice pilot landed several
metres from a sheer drop to rocks below.
Comments: Both pilots were extremely
lucky not to have been more seri ously hurt.
The novice pilot had insufficient time or
space to avoid the advanced pilot as he
turned back at him. It is imperative to clear
all turns, considering other pilots in the
air. Where light conditions provide a limited
li ft band , there may not be room for more
than one glider to soar at once. This accident
could have been avoided by either the second
pilot not taking off, or by the higher pilot
either leaving the area once he had company
or at least ensuring separation, given that
al10wance must be made to provide more
room for Restricted Certificate holders.
It is the responsibility of all pilots to
avoid a collision.

No2
Pilot Experience: Pilot Certificate - 60
hours
Aircraft:
CAO 95.32 Microlight
Pilot Injury:
Broken arm & shattered
shoulder socket
Aircraft Damage: Substantial wing damage,
minor base damage
Weather
Conditions:
15-30 knots - very strong

turbulence
Inland XC flight

Site:

Description: The pilot had 60 hours on
microlights and 7000 hours in helicopters.
Having flown 75 km out on the day before
and encountered rough conditions and a
strong tailwind, the pilot departed early in
the morning to return to his original point of
departure in company with other ultralights.
Shortly after take-off the pilot experienced
strong headwind and severe turbulence. He
climbed to just below 5000' AGL in an
attempt to escape the turbulence but ground
speed was estimated at only 12 knots. He
descended to 15(){)' and continued. After an
hour of flying he had made a good 55 kilometres and was suffering from severe fatigue
due to the rough conditions. The pilot decided to land adjacent a highway to refuel and
rest. On final approach severe turbulence was
encountered and just prior to touchdown
severe rotor turbulence led to a decision to
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abort the landing. Full power was applied
and the aircraft started to pull away.
Simultaneously the aircraft encountered a
strong wind force from the side which caused
it to move sharply sideways and strike a tree.
The injury was suffered on falling several
metres from the tree.
Comments: This accident report states
that the accident was unavoidable given the
degree of turbulence on the day. The decision
to continue with the flight when first encountering turbulence and strong wind must be
questioned.
No3
Pilot Experience: Advanced Pilot
Certificate - 165 hours
Advanced Paraglider
Aircraft:
Pilot Injury:
Concussion, lower back
stress
Aircraft Damage: Nil
Weather
Light wind, strong conConditions:
vection , big cumulus
developing
Inland site
Site:

Description: In the pilot's words: "I had
received reports of strong sink in the LZ
area. Nevertheless I took off (the only mistake I made), couldn't reach LZ, found a
small paddock and turned into wind but only
found massive sink. Came down very fast
and landed hard on an uphill slope, attempted PLP'.

H

A

Comments:
This
accident has many parallels with the previous
one (No.2). Though this
pilot is perhaps more
honest with his admission that he should not
have taken off on the
day.
It is always easy to
be wise after the event.
True wisdom comes
with
identifying
a
potentially bad situation and making the
correct decision before
the
situation
gets
worse.

Fly safely,
Craig Worth

ff

While flying at over at
Mitchell's (Stan well
Park) for the first
time, Neil Evans was
treated with the sight
of his shadow surrounded by a
rainbow..

TREME
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M

oyes introduces the new state-of-the-art

harness - the XTREME designed and tested
to give you many hours of comfortable airtime
and years of durable use, its construction is
simple yet strong, with a stainless steel rod
with a delrin s lider which conforms to the

shape of a hardened aluminium backplate.
The single main suspension strap is attached to
the slider allowing it

to

slide forward and back,

the pilot can easily rotate from a prone position
to an upright position for takeoffs and landings. Constructed with full continuous webbing reinforcement
throughout the harness. Be the first to experience the new X TREME harness by Moyes.

~

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS Pty Ltd 173 Bronte Road Waverley NSW 2024 Australia Tel: 61 23875622 Fax: 61 23874472
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HGFA Annual Report - 94/95
-

REVIEW OF PROGRESS RELATIVE TO AGREED
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Safety, Operations & Regulations
The National Safety System as reviewed
was a very large task for those involved.
Unfortunately we were perhaps too ambitious with the document being produced
reflecting industry standards in work place
safety. While this seemed a great step forward, the legal implications of the document
were unacceptable as we do not operate in
the same sort of controlled environment for
which such OHP&S standards were
designed. To attempt to introduce such a
system was beyond our capabilities in
legal, financial and volunteer resources.
Amendments to our current system were
introduced to keep things on course
while we research what is happening
elsewhere in the world on this matter.
All Pilot Certificate standards and
forms have been revised, allocated a
specific form number and re-issued with
an issue date. This should assist in keeping all documentation current and
ensure that all Instructors and Senior
Safety Officers are working to the standards indicated on the current forms.
This should assist greatly in maintaining a consistency of standard as
described in the Operations Manual.
All reported accidents are now entered
onto the national database. However, a
change in accident database management
during early 95 has seen a backlog develop
as the new volunteer gets up to speed.
Trends and data are reported to the Board
and members twice yearly.
On site investigation of serious accidents
is undertaken as required. This past 12
months has seen fewer serious accidents for
the gliding sports but two fatalities is two too
many. These involved one fatality to a
Restricted Certificate hang glider pilot flying
without supervision on the NSW Sth Coast in
July '94. The second (Oct '94) involved a
pilot on aero-tow for his first flight of a latest
high performance glider. Both of these accidents indicate that the pilots involved failed
to heed some fairly standard safety practices
with regards each particular operation . There
have been no cases of serious disability from
the gliding sports in the past 12 months (July
94 - June 95). This is a vast improvement
over the previous two season and hopefully
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Compiled bE
'
Y xecutJe Director
Ian Jarman
'

indicates a general improvement to safety
awareness and attitudes.
Unfortunately the rapid growth in both
numbers and activity in Weightshift
Microlights (powered hang gliding) has not
been without accident. A fatality occurred
when a 95 .10 aircraft crashed during a second test flight following repair and incorrect
reassembly by the owner/operator. More
recently a tragic double fatality occurred
when a 95 .32 (two place) air-

dards
in these areas has been introduced as a
result.

The long awaited amendments to CAO
95 .8 have been approved and awaiting final
gazettal (at time of writing). This represents
a major step forward for the gliding sports. A
long overdue recognition that our members
are capable XC pilots and navigators. This
access to 10,000' ASL, uncontrolled airports
and VHF radio will enhance operational
safety, not only amongst our
pilots but for Australian
aviation in general. It is
however incumbent upon
the Federation and each
XC Pilot to re-educate to
The te~hnological and performance
the standards expected of
boundanes that have defined our
all other aircraft operasp'0rts are also blurring rapidly and we
tors. The standards of airmanship must be consiswill need to adopt a very open mind as
tent from paraglider to
to how the HGFA will cope with these
high capacity regional airchanges.
liner. We have some work
to do in certain areas especially for airport operations which has to date
been an alien environment.

craft apparently stalled not long after takeoff. HGFA and BASI are continuing investigations as the primary and secondary factors
are yet to be determined for this accident.
It is apparent that
the
sudden surge in
enthusiasm for
this mode of
flying will need
very close control of standards, especially as maintenance
issues
and
rapidly
spreading .training operations
our
stretch
manpower
resources.
Some tightenstaning of

The introduction of a
new Australian airspace
system seems likely to
occur throughout 1996 and in conjunction
with amended CAOs greatly increase our
access to previously restricted airspace.

UVEX Helmets
Flytee Instruments
tCOM Radios
High Energy Chutes
Chute Repack Service
for all your flying needs call ...

SYDNEY

hang gliding
CENTRE
PHONE (042) 9 4 2 545
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The Civil Aviation Safety Authority
approved the new HGFA Operations Manual
in July '95 which finalises the amalgamation
of the powered and gliding manuals. This has
been an enormous task for the Operations
Manager and represents fulfilment of one of
the Development Plan's major objectives.
Whilst we have ongoing objectives in the
safety system and standards area, the
Federation continues to meet its performance
measures relative to the objectives set for the
period 94-96.

Instruction & Coaching
Throughout the past year the Federation
has
reviewed
most
Instructor
manuals/guides, documentation and syllabi.
A draft syllabus for Weightshift Microlights
is now in circulation for use and comment by
WM Instructors. The Operations Manager
has now taken complete responsibility for
ALL training with all standards and procedures being reviewed and amended where
required in the new Operations Manual.
The Level 2 Course has been approved
by the ACC along with the revised Level I
Coaching Program.
A level 2 course was run in May 95 in
conjunction with our National Instructor
Conference... we will continue to improve
our delivery and further tailor course needs
based on instructor feedback from these programs. The next NIC is scheduled for 1997
with the venue likely to be in Queensland.
Regional Level 1 courses began 1993/94
and will continue. Following on from a highly successful course on the NSW Mid Nth
Coast in June '95 our next program is to be
in WA in October. It should be noted that all
Instructor training programs now cater for
the three disciplines.

There has been a substantial review of
the Apprentice Instructor system. The
apprentice training requirements have been
formalised to assist both mentors and apprentices achieve an improved standard. There is
room for substantial improvement in both
delivery and apprentice- mentor program
design. This must remain a priority if we are
to meet both member and community expectations in this area.
HGFA Training Facility requirements as
detailed in the Operation Manual are to be
complied with by end of 1995. The Ops Mgr
will be carrying out inspections throughout
the remainder of this year. It remans to be
seen whether we achieve our objective of 50
approved facilities by end December.
Instructor numbers continue
toward target levels with;

to

rise

24 Apprentice Instructors, (HG 9, PG 3,
WM 12)
65 Level I Instructors, (HG 39, PG 9, WM
17)
59 Level 2 Instructors, (HG 23, PG II, WM
25 ),
at 30 June 1995.
Of these we have 7 female Instructors
(HG 2, PG I, WM 4) which indicates we
have much to do to improve general sport
access for women even though we have
exceeded our agrecd performance measures
in this area. This is further evidenced by the
failure to generate sufficient interest to run
the
proposed
International
Women 's
Conference. Hopefully some ad hoc workshop sessions can be initi ated at the Women 's
Worlds to help us find direction on access
and equity issues.
Once design work began on a future
NCAS Level 3 course it became apparent
that there existed a substantial chasm
between Certificate Instructing (as covered in
our current LI & 2 courses) and nationalinternational standard co mpetition coaching.
With ACC approval, a new approach was
adopted.
A new "S ports Coach" stream will parallel our current "Instructing" system.

PROFESSIONAL PILOT TRAINING
SYDNEY BASED, SEVEN DAYS.

Come fly with us, your training
won ' t cost you the earth!
We spend most of our time above it.

g'e S~I
For the lowest prices on
all your TRIKING needs
AIRBORNE & ROTAX SPARE PARTS, RADIOS, INTERCOMS,
INSTRUMENTS & ACCESSORIES, REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE

CALL LUKE CARMODY C.F.!.

02 874 5260 ~ 018 446 771
ASK ABOUT OUR FREE INTRODUCTORY FLlGI1TS
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Sports Management
Once again the annual review of the
Federation 's performance relative to objectives and performance measures within our
strategic plan has resulted in a need to amend
certain objectives and measures.
Financial management and planning are
becoming increasingly complicated and time
consuming. However at no time in the
Federation 's past have we been as able to
extract suc h detailed and up to date financial
analysis. Each project in the plan can be
financially tracked with continual budget
comparisons. There is perhaps a need for
minor modification of the project based system to allow for forward budgeting and end
of year acquittal for CASA Schedule A & B
functions as well as an improved system of
tracking team member contributions to representative tours and events if we are to meet
performance
measures
in
this
area.
Utilisation of the "Sports Foundation' could
assist in accounting for "total" team expenditures.
Adjustments have been made to the DP's
original membership growth rate from 2% pa
up to 6% which still leaves a 2% buffer from
past average growth of 8% pa.
Because our Development Plan is ambitious some projects have needed to be
delayed or in fact discontinued due to a lack
of human resources (volunteers). This usually leads to an under expenditure situation.
Accordingly the operating surpl us for
FY94/95 is expected to be slightly above the
planned $60,000.
Several major items in the last FY
exceeded budget expectations with insurance
still remaining the single most significant
cost. With our policy due for renewal mid
financial year it is always difficult to anticipate the extent of any premium increases.
All members have received the initial
issue of the Ops Manual with the revised
CASA ap proved edition due for dissemination during September '95.

Level 2 "Competition Coach" will concentrate on competition coaching -preparation of pilots for entering HGFA sanctioned
events.

The constitution has undergone considerable change in the past year and will continue to be further amended as we grasp a
greater understanding of the convoluted legal
relationships between the Civil Aviation
Regulations and our own rules and procedures. In fact the outcomes of recent court
cases could once again dramatically affect
both the constitution and Ops Manuals. Other
Sport Aviation Organisations will be kept
informed of these developments so their situations can be reviewed accordingly.

Level 3 " National Coach" will be aimed
at bringing suitable coaches to the standards
required to train individual pilots and teams
for nation al and international standard competitions.

A Volunteer Involvement Program (VIP)
is being adapted from the ASC VIP. As anticipated last year, this has entered the plan as a
priority project with first workshops scheduled for October.

Level I "Club Coach" will aim at club
level pilot development and introductory XC
ski lls as required for co mpetition . It is hoped
that this will also attack problems related to
member retention and a pilot 's safe development through their first year or so of tlying.

SKYSAILOR

The VIP will cover;
I.

2.

the Sports Coach/Pilot development
areas where vol unteers at club level are
to be trained for the role along with an
associated safety education program;
and
club development and planning, to
assist clubs to identify their particular
purpose and function . To establish
where they fit within the HGFA and
hence the club's roles and needs. A
club administration manual is to be
produced to further assist clubs and
their volu nteers.

The first workshops are planned for late
October '95 in WA and Nov '95 in SA, and
will continue around the country over the
next two years. From these workshops we
will be addressing our objectives for greater
club planning that will better dovetail with
national objectives. This should also improve
face to face communication and strengthen
relationships
between
employees-board
members and club executives and general
membership.

Membership Services
Skysai lor has become an extremely reliable
magazine.
A
special
New
Memberrrraining issue will be produced and
upgraded every few years. New HGFA
brochures have been printed following an
upd ate of photos and have been distributed.
The minutes of meetings are distributed
in full or as summary via Skysailor. Club
bulletins also include other information that
needs communicating to the members in a
format other than Skysailor. The HGFA continues to experience a very good relationship
with both CAS A and ASC officers with our
reporting obligations being met within time
frames required. As mentioned previously
we would like to see a change in the process
of CASA grant application and acquittal so
that the grants received can be more closely
linked to expected and actual expenditure for
funded functions.
It is anticipated that our 95 ann ual report
including audited financial statements will be
ready prior to the September AGM and thus
full acqu ittal back to ASC and CASA will
occur within the time frames requested.

As mentioned previously, several major
items in the last Financial Year exceeded
budget expectations with insurance still
remaining the single most significant cost.
Our goal set some years ago to maintain
Insurance premium at $80K is no longer realistic. The general level of insurance coverage
has increased to provide members with a
broad based policy from 3rd party to
Instructor Professional
Indemnity
and
Passenger Liability. The costs have increased
accordingly along with adjustments taking
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into account increased membership and
activity. With our policy due for renewal mid
financial year it is always difficult to anticipate the extent of any premium increases.
This will be further exacerbated by pressure
to top up to $1 Omillion and further broaden
coverage for officers and directors etc.
I believe the Federations performance in
this area meets or exceeds the level of service expected by the members.

Image and Participation & Sport
promotion
An improving safety record and much
positive TV coverage has helped improve the
sports overall image although as yet this does
not appear to have been converted into new
members and increased participation. Our
feminine ranks are still disappointingly low
and we would be foolish not to take advantage of the World Championships being held
in Bright, Victoria to promote our sports as
not only suitable but ideal for women. This
promotion will need to be supported by a
greater effort on the part of instructors in
ensuring that training programs do not inhibit
or detract from the enjoyment and challenge
that women can gain from sport aviation .
Clubs also will
need to consider
the " family " and
female members
when organising
events and activities if we are to
improve retention
rates.

most effective introductions to the sport can
be achieved.
Although sponsorship was given a priority this past year our attempts to date have
been unsuccessful. There is a definite "Catch
22" feel about raising sponsorship for a sport
such as ours. The image and lack of positive
public or media profile restrict sponsorship
opportunities, wh il st without the sponsorship
it is hard to improve that image and increase
media awareness and coverage. We will need
to be far more creative and aggressive if we
are goi ng to secure decent sponsorship for
the World Championships in '98.

Competitions, FAI-CIVL and Pilot
Development
It is no doubt tough at the top. Our elite
performers have maintained their dedication
but the rest of the World has caught up. The
Alpine countries have thrown financial support at their gliding sports with medal success
resulting.
France,
Switzerland,
Germany, Austria and even Italy are beginning to reall y take hold at the international
level. Our paragliding team continues to
grow in confidence and stature moving further into the top ten while our HG teams are

NEED SOMEWHERE TO STAY
DURING THE CHAMPIONSHIPS?

Our
current
growth rate of 8%
shou ld be sustainable
over
the
coming years. The
targeted
4000
members wi ll not
be ac hieved and a
more realistic and
achievable number
would
be
around 3250 to
3400 by the end
of '96. Although
the national body
will be attacki ng
this
problem
through
promotion,
image
improvement and
programs,
other
we must obtain
greater
club
involvement
in
attracting
new
members. It is at
this level that

Mountain Creek Lodge
Mountian Creek Road, Tawonga

B & B from $25.00 per person
~

large rigging area

~

perfect view of Mt Emu

~

adjacent to the landing area

~

lUXUry suites with undercover parking
$85 double (opposite Bogong Hotel)

~

Licenced restaurant and bar

~

sauna and spa

~

heated pool

MOUNTAIN-CREEK
L

0

0

G

E

057 544247
Corner Mountain Creek Rd & Kiewa Valley Highway
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struggling to regain medal positions at World
Championships. A ranking in the top 4-9
may be credible for small-low profile sports
but the reality is that only gold medal success
will provide the impetus required to increase
sport popularity and attract decent sponsorship.
There are no quick solutions to this situation. Our teams are progressively older, more
experienced but perhaps more encumbered
with limitations to travel and team training
such as mortgages, families and employment/business commitments that sometimes
conflict with team or HGFA objectives.
The new breed of top competitors are far
more technical in their approach to the sport.
They are highly analytical, with a greater
degree of aviation science knowledge (often
tertiary based) upon which to support their
athleticism. These pilots are complete competitors and our challenge is to identify
young Australian pilots with similar attributes upon which we can ladle the wealth of
experience possessed by current and past
representatives. Our selection procedures
must be flexible enough to allow us to search
out pilots with both these technical skills as
well as the fundamental piloting expertise.
A far more formal talent identification
and developmental policy will need to be
introduced over the coming years if we are to
regain a position as a competitive leader in
hang gliding sports.
At the international level , initiatives
introduced by our delegate are being well
accepted with both an international scoring
system and international pilot ranking system
being adopted by the CIVL in this past year.
Also scheduled for next March in Augsberg,

Germany is an international conference for
all national administrators.
Whilst our competitive results may be in
a slump it is obvious that the organisation
plays a leading and innovative role in administrative and other developmental areas. At
the
recent
World
Hang
Gliding
Championships in Spain there were more
Australian manufactured gliders chosen and
flown by competitors than any other group of
gliders. Of 190 gliders 67 were Australian,
37 British and 31 Italian (The Italian company used to be an Aussie subsidiary making
gliders under licence). Our technology is
obviously leading the way.
The current range of pilot development
programs will be broadened by the introduction of the Club Coach and Club
Development schemes.
The Women's national fly-in grows in
both popularity and importance and will provide a vital team training focus prior to the
Womens Worlds in January.
Our NSP programs over the next years
should reflect the need to develop new competition pilots and thc appropriate committee
will need to review current policy on these
programs.
Our national teams selection system is in
need of a very serious review. Our performances in recent years indicates that the current system although only recently amended
has failed to deliver medal performances.
While selection systems alone can not be
blamed for these performances, it should be
realised that it the selection process can act
as easily as a demotivator as it does an inspiration for would be team members.

Concluding comments
Our organisation continues to mature. We
have both challenges and opportunities
before us and as we move toward the election of a new board the continuation of commitment to the Development Plan and its
overall objecti ves must be maintained
regardless of any personnel changes. Perhaps
new strategies and programs need to replace
the less effective or irrelevant and our new
board will need to have a vision and perspective as mature as their predecessors.
The rapid growth and development of
Weightshift Microlights is a need to perhaps
consider this trend in the light of our objectives and overall direction as an organisation.
The technological and performance
boundaries that have defined our sports are
also blurring rapidly and we will need to
adopt a very open mind as to how the HGFA
will cope with these changes. It must be
expected,
even
without
considering
motorised applications, that development at
both performance ends of our activities will
require careful consideration as we embrace
technology and aircraft traditionally administered by other organisations. This pressure is
also evident within organisations such as the
GFA. Both the HGFA and the GFA will need
to be pro-active in preparing for these developments. The sport of gliding is after all
more important than the two organisations
currently administering its various aircraft.

Next month: Membership trends and statistics. ~

Kerry Forides takiing off in an XT from Spring Range in the ACT
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r-URRENT ASSETS
Cash Ilt. Rank:
R A Austrillia r-ash Management Account
E,er.ut.ive Account.
Skysailor Account
\vest.pac Cash Management Account.
Westpa ~ Term Deposit
Petty Cash on Hand
Accounts Receivahle
TOTAL r-URRENT ASSETS

g.
o·

FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30TH JUNE,

1995

::l

Z

14310
593
91997
400000
92
23822

93
4544
500992

$

$

~IINCOME

530814

-----------

NON CURRENT ASSETS
Plant and Equipment (At Cost)
Furnit.ure and Office Equipment
Le ss: Ac c umulated Depreciat. ion

49903
22893

25717
14473

to

'"0-

Cert.ificates,Registration Fees and
Insurance Levies
Deet. Trllining Subsidies
Grllnts Received
Int.erp.st. Received
l.llt.e Payment Fees
Membership Subscriptions
Net Fundraising Womens Hang Gliding Team
Net Profit. on Merchandise Sales
Sp.minar and Coaching Fees
Skysailor Advertising
St.at.e Fees Received
Sundry Inromp.

(1)

27010

11244

TOTAL TNCmlE

;:0

$

!Ii

(1)

100000
127138
1945
267272

1995

1994

87372

68446
4000
61000

65000
33100
25
329068

1446~

50
323651
127
(305)
10064

3642
16701
27926
60205
7975

30~83

54160
10797
$ 576836

$

631014
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n

Invest.ments (At Cost) (Note 2)
Shares in National Sport Aviation
Centre Pty. Limited
Shares in Flexwing Airsport
Aust.ra.l ia Pty Ltd

2

!Ii

TOTAL NON CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS

!Ii

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
!Ii

5000

16524

16244

!Ii 43534

517236

!Ii

CURRENT LTARILITIES
Sundry Creditors
IJnexpendp.d Grant. Funds (Not.e 3)

NET ASSETS

16522

5000

$

574348

======

------

24342

3131
5000
!Ii 8 13]
======

24342
492894

$

------

------

566217
======

REPRESENTED BY:
Memhp.rs Funds
Ralannp. as at 1st. .July
Arid: Surplus from Opp.rat.ions
MEMBERS'
''0

FUNDS

398834
94060
!Ii

492894

!Ii

en

EXPENSES
Administ.rative Wages
Advp.rtising
Affiliat. ion Fees
Airshow
Audit Fees
Bank Charges
Depreciation
Insurance
Legal Fees
Office Expenses
Post.age and P.O. Box Hire
Printing and Stationery
Public Relations
Refunds
Safet.y Awareness & Monitoring
Seminars, Certification and Trajning
Skysailor Product.ion and Distribution
State Fee Refunds
Sundry Expenses
Superannllat. ion
Team and Competitions Expenses
Tplephone
Travel, Accomodation and Meals
lJnexpp.nded Grant, Fllnds r.arried Forward

492894
73323

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

566217
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Entries close on 31
October 1995.
Information and nomination forms can be
obtained from any participating industry association executive office (ASAC - Australian Sport
Aviation Confederation and AOPA - Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association of Australia) or
the AAUP branch office in each state, or contact
Bill Mattes on 03 93796677, fax 03 93792550 .

.............................
Norfolk Island Air Show

Make a date to participate: Monday 22
April and Tuesday 23 April 1996

Competition Results
Hobbs Tow Jam USA (the last US circuit comp of the
season
2

Blade Race 141
Blade Race 153

Nelson Howe (USA team member)
Tony Barton

Indonesia National
2
3

Phil Beck
Secret Identity
Elisa Nanueka

Blade Race 141
Blade 141
Blade 141

Nordic Challenge
Svens Thornander

Blade Race 153

Gillies comp, Far North Queensland
I
2
3
4

Graeme Etherton
Warwick Gill
Unnamed WA pilot
Geoff Robertson

Elite 50
Xtralite 147
Xtralite 147
Elite 150

Helmut Denz flew an Xtralite 147 at St Andre, France to claim a
197 km FAI triangle

Indonesian National & Open Paragliding
Championships 1995

3
4

Phil Hystek
Malcolm williams
Ulik Darmono
Barbara Utech

Energy Edel
Contest Apco
X-Tra Apco
Space Edel

3089
2824
2583
2368

Media Release
GA Groups Launch 1995 Australian Aviation Safety
Awards
The major Australian aviation industry groups today announced
the launch of the Australiall Aviation Safety Awards for 1995.
Following the success of the inaugural award presentation at the
Avalon Airshow this year, the 1995 Awards will be presented at the
Mangalore Airshow on Sunday 7 April 1996. Nancy Bird-Walton AO,
OBE, Hon ME (Syd) has again accepted patronage of the Awards, and
the Australian Aviation Underwriting Pool will again the be major
sponsor of the awards.
Criteria for the major awards of excellence will continue to
require nominees to demonstrate their significant and consistent contribution to air safety. Particular regard will be given to outstanding
professional conduct and establishment and maintenance of the highest operating standards. Nominations will again be called for in the

Training, AOC holder; Private and Business, Ground Support alld
Sport Aviation categories.
Additional Air Safety Certificates will again be awarded to individuals or organisations who introduce significant air safety technical
or institutional initiatives, or who perform an act outside then normal
course of duty which prevent an aviation related accident.
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The Air Show is part of a great week of activities and entertainment planned to commemorate the 75th anniversary of the RAAF.
Other entertainment has also been planned throughout the week with
special guest stars including Normie Rowe, Dennis Knight, the South
Pacific Showband , Dinah Lee, Lynn Fletcher, Denise Drysdale and
the Big Big Pretzel. The RAAF band will also be in attendance.
The Norfolk Islanders would love to see you and your aircraft at
Norfolk Island. If you have not experienced Norfolk Island hospitality, you have not lived.
They will be providing home stay accommodation for visiting
pilots. Which other air show can offer you a traditional Norfolk Island
"fish fry" at sunset on the cliff tops at Anson Bay where you can
watch paragliders and hang gliders flying from nearby Mount Pitt?

New World Record Attempt

I
2

Here is a unique opportunity to participate in Australia's most
unusual air spectacle, the Norfolk Island Air Show. Why is it unusual?
Because it will be held 760 nm off the Australian mainland. Also, this
will be the first time that Norfolk Island has held an air show and it
will involve defence and civilian aircraft from several countries as
well as beautifully restored antique aircraft, the best examples of warbirds and latest in sports aircraft from New Zealand and Australia.

If your aircraft does not have the necessary legs to get you to from
the Australian mainland direct to Norfolk, you may consider flying
via Lord Howe Island.
I I' enough people are interested , and if the price is right, an air
freighter will be chartered to carry one or two ultralights, powered
hang gliders, rotor craft, hang gliders. paragliders. model aircraft and
their pilots, to the island on Sunday 21 April and return on
Wednesday 24 April.
This will be a unique experience of participating in an air show,
enjoying the fellowship of the local people and to learn a little of their
environment and colourful language. On departure from Norfolk all
visitors are charmed by the phrase "Yorle kam baek suun".
But there 's more! If you want additional information and you are
interested in participating in this unique venture in any capacity,
please contact the Air Show Director, Allan Taylor, by phone at
Canberra on 06 2886311 , mob: 018 628048. by fax on 06 2880830, or
Emai l: altaylor@ozemail.com.au.
For those who are not able to tly their own aircraft and who wish
to visit the island for the Air Show and stay for the Anzac week celebrations. Pacific Unlimited Holidays have arranged a 7 day package
tour for Anzac week. They can be contacted in Brisbane on (07)
32295872, or Sydney on (02) 2902266 or Melbourne on (03)
96502385. Prices start at $956 for quad share and $1013 for twin
share ex Brisbane.

FAI and ICAO Hold Joint Council Meeting
June, 1995: The Federation Aeronautique Internationale (FAI)
held a series of meetings at the Headquarters of ICAO (International
Civil Aviation Organisation) in Montreal , Canada, from 4 to 8 June,
1995, including an informal joint meeting of the councils of the FAI
and ICAO on 6 June.
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(France) with memories of fantastic flying in
1993. Despite these great expectations, the
first task was cancelled due to strong valley
wind at the first turn point. Twenty pilots
reached goal on the second day with Markus
Noichl (Sweden - Airwave) leading ahead of
jimmy Pacher (I - Nova), Christian Tamegger
(A - Edel) and Andi Hediger (CH). However,
the organiser, with the help of the Chamonix
weather station , was keeping a concerned eye
on the development of a big storm approaching from the south-east, which lead to the
wise decision to cancel the task. Safety first!
The competition finally kicked off with a
good task the third day. The competition
moved from the takeoff at Avoriaz to one at
Mount Chery in Les Gets. A 55 km race-togoal was set with 3 turnpoints. As usual Hans
Bollinger (CH - Advance) was leading to the
end. The last turnpoint, a swimming pool in
Avoriaz, caused many pilots to sink out. This
Peter Dall perparing to launch at Boorowa NSW using Grant & Tove Heaney's
very tactical and interesting task ended in 28
legendary dolly. Photo by fan Young
pilots at goal. Walter Holzmuller (A - Nova)
took second place in front of Kaoru Ogisawa
(J - Edel ), Peter Hensold (0 - Nova) and
Jocky
Sanderson (GB - Nova). Claire Bernier
Created after the Second World War as a part of the United
(F
Edel)
was
the
only
woman
to make goal with Nanou Berger (F Nations, lCAO is charged with negotiating the basic rules and condiAdvance) very close.
tions for the operation of civil aviation in the world.
On the last day, the task had to be cancelled again when pilots
In his address to the joint Council meeting, ICAO Council
were almost at goal, as the proximity of storms made it un safe to fly.
President Dr. Assad Kotaite recalled that FAI achieved recognition for
its outstanding contribution to the development of air navigation and
the facilitation of international tlights as long ago as 1961 , when it
became the second recipient of the Edward Warner Award, the most
prestigious award in the world of civi l aviation. "As an instrument for
the promotion of the international spirit of aviation, the Federation
Aeronautique Internationale has played an outstanding role in bringing nations together," Dr. Kotaite said, quoting the citation that
accompanied the 1961 award.

The scenario at Avoriaz-Morzine of only one valid task out of 5
tlying days may be reminiscent of the 1994 PWC season, but pilots
will remember the parties, good gigs and good atmosphere.

Xavier MuriLLo, PWCA Technical Delegate

~

The joint meeting between the members of the ICAO Council
and the FAI Council had permitted the two organisations "to further
enhance our close relations and to work together to stimulate private
aviation , aviation sport and air touring," Dr. Kotaite stated. FA I
President Eilif Ness called on ICAO to consider backing the newest
trend "towards the partial devolution of regulatory powers to national
volunteer aviation organisations" for light, non-commercial aviation.
FAI plays an important role in influencing the development of
regulations affecting sport aviation through a permanent observer at
ICAO Headquarters and through discussions on safety, air traffic,
licensing and many other topics at the European Commission,
European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) , joint Aviation
Authorities (JAA ), Eurocontrol and other regulatory bodies. It also
promotes aerospace education among young people and works to further flight safety. It is the only body entitled to authorise world and
continental championships and world records in air sports .

New Helmets
Scorpio, France has released a new full face helmet which has
received good results in all free tlying tests. It is available in all sizes
and 2 colours of blue and white, and metallic black.
For further information: Scorpio, RN5 , 74200 Margencel, France,
tel: 33 50725890, fax 33 50725897.

Paragliding World Cup
Avoriaz, France
14-20 August 1995
One hundred and twenty-four pilots met in AvoriazlMorzine
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:Dream
Comes ?:rtle
All of {[ slIddCII the sOl/lid of the willd ill the trees
tlrolllld J11!1 dormer willdow whispered, "Jt's Oil, it's Oil,
it's Oil. "
By lack Shick
The morning light was only just filtering through the palms
as Ruby woke me up demanding a feed and nappy change.
All of a sudden the sound of the wind in the trees around my
dormer window whispered, "It 's on, it 's on, it's on ."
It's amazing how awake I instantly felt. Ruby was changed
at a record pace and flung to Cindy for her breakfast.
Onto the motor bike to check launch. Yes!! The wind Iwd
dropped to about 15-20 knots and veered to 287°. I blasted up to the top of Sea Breeze hill; the boats were all hanging in the right
direction. As I made my way back towards home, I slapped my
face. Ouch I No, it was not a dream I
Today might see us over the to of Mt Lidybird and Gower,
two volcanic peaks that rise out of the crystal clear waters of
Lord Howe Island to 875 m a bove sea level. I have lived in the
shadow of Mt Lidybird for most of my life, watching sea birds
effortlessly soar up past the palm covered peaks. Today it 's our
turn!

Mt Garner 875 m, Lord Howe Island

....................................................................
View looking north

I rang my mate Smith , "you have reached Suzi and Smith's
place ... " Answer the bloody phone Smith! But it is early so I leave
a message. My phone rings only after a few minutes , "Jackson ... "
"Yes, Smith . it's on , I think . get up here mate ... " "OK I'll see you
soon .. . I' ll just have a cup of coffee."
We meet at the base of
launch around 8.30 am and do a
quick bolt up the 200 ft west
facing ridge. Everything looks
good; the wind is moving the
palms on the foreshore and the
trees and shrubs in front have
air in them. Smith yelped some
wild noise; I think it 's from too
much rum. I get the message.
let's go!
We break the 25 kmlhour
speed limit as we hurtle over to
the met station to check on the
weather forecast. The balloon
!light advises us that the wind is
at 290°J at 20 knots all the way
to 10,000 feet. We don ' t want to
know anymore but Doug advises that there is a cold front
somewhere in the Tasman moving east. "When will it be here,
Doug?" we ask. "I don't know ;
we ' re just weather observers!"
We don ' t have to be told
twice. Let's get the gliders and
gct up there. "Hey, Smith, what
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about breakfast?" "Just bring
me a banana, Jackson."
After carrying the gliders
up to launch on a breakfast of
bananas and lots of adrenalin
with plenty of huff and puff,
we calmly as possible set up.
Pre-flights, hang check,
and over to launch. Smith is
first off. Just as his wings are
level a beautiful gust stirs up
the ridge. "Clear!" I don't
have to look, I can hear by
the noise that things are happening. I call him on the
radio, "How's the air?" " \
don't know yet, I haven't
calmed down." I can see he
is rising as I get into my harness. " Smith how high are
you now?" "680 ft and
going up at 400 constant!"
"Yee haar, wait for me, I'll
be in the air in five minutes."
I move to launch and
glance up; where the hell .. . Smith 's at 3,300 ft. So much for waiting!
The wind sock stiffens in front, "Clear!". My mind is in
overdrive. This is the first time for this site ... run hard, pop
the nose, stay level , little turn to the left... yes, there'S some
lift, sh#$ I'm too far out, yes there it is as I turn back, this
time 200 up. RELAX!! As I go through 400 feet I started to
yell that sound that Smith made earlier. It wasn't the rum
after all!! Time now for some photos as the vario start to go
off it's face; 600 up! Flying the glider one handed and snapping some shots, I couldn't help but grin and think of all the
land bound people. OK that's enough shots, let's do some
flying.
This is the easiest way I've ever climbed the mountain.
As I watch in awe as Balls Pyramid looms over the summit
of Mt Lidybird. I climb on to almost 4000 feet, my hands
are getting cold so I pull the bar in and fly out from the
mountain.
I don't believe how far the lift band goes. I'm !lying at
best glide and still going up at 200 feet per minute. Almost
900m in front and I still haven 't lost any height so I keep on
going ... now I'm going down ... much warmer. I enjoyed the
views down to 1200 feet: OK, back to the ridge and start all
over!
We had talked about landing sites before !lying and on
the distant horizon I could see Doug's front approaching.
"There it is, Doug! You'd best tell Melbourne!!"
After a brief conversation we decided it's time to land.
Smith chose the site we both preferred earlier. I watched
him land and noticed him nose in. "You OK')" "Yes mate I
got some strange air the last fifty feeL " I decided on our
second option; my Dad's paddock right in front of our
house. I lose height out over the lagoon and beach. With
800 feet to spare I check the landing conditions. There
seems to be nice steady air in the palms down there , I
think to myself ... the wind sock looks good .. . a few more
turns and onto finals. Two small holes make me pull in for
speed ... steady ... flare, a pearlerl
As I packed the XT up I kept looking back to where
we have just flown. It blows me away and still does ...
Who said dreams don't come true? Did someone say,
" It's on tomorrow')" ~
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XC COMPETITIONS
AND ABIT 01
HISTORY
By Drew Cooper
he best time of year for flying XC is
nearing. Everyone is dreaming of
those magic days when you can
attempt records, personal bests or your 1st
XC flights. Competitions are also on a lot of
people's minds, including mine.

T

I don't do so many comps any more but I
have competed in more than 100 of them. To
those of you who have not compete much or
maybe this is your 1st season, I would like to
pass on some information and stories
that might help you prepare. This is
not about comp tactics as, let's face it,
comps are just XC flights with a
bunch of other people flying the same
course as you, a better chance of
being picked up, and as well , there is
a score at the end of it and a few trophies for the best achievers in the various classes.
Let me tell you first about how I
got into comps and why. I started
hang gliding in Austria in 1981 and
did my 1st XC flights of 20 kms in
1982. I travelled to the USA in 1983,
saw a bit of the country then lobbed at
a flying site called Crestline (about
100 kms inland of LA) and moved
into a local pilot's garage on top of the
hill . After about 3 months of living there and
flying almost every day, some sort of ridge
run or occasionally over the back for an outlanding (my longest flight was 54 km). I then
had to hitch back to my car at the top, then
drive out to pick up my glider because I didn 't have a driver.
One day I met Steve and Kim Moyes at
the takeoff. At this stage I had only met two
other Aussie hang glider pilots, Colin and
Sue Hansen who had been living in the US
for a while. I found out from the locals that
Steve had recently won the World
Championship in Germany, and so had the
Aussie team. This of course boosted my
pride in being an Aussie. Steve and Kim
invited me to stay at their house in LA when
I test flew a few of his gliders. I really like d
one particular GT 190 and decided I would
buy it. Problem was, Steve had that one
picked to take to Brazil for a comp and he
sold it over there. His dad, Bill, delivered the
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bad news to me on the
phone. He also offered me
a choice between 2 brand
new ones for the price of
the slightly used one I had
liked. I didn 't know any of the
history of hang gliders or of
Bill's influence on the sport. To
tell the truth I thought he was just
some old codger standing in while
his son was in Brazil , but what the heck , I'll
take the old b#@%%# up on it. Great glider,
loved it; it also felt right somehow that I was

"Decision making
in flight is the
most important
thing about XC."

flying an Australian glider after only having
flown English and American ones to date.
Steve returned and we flew together a few
times at a few different sites near LA and
San Diego. I guess he could see my enthusiasm for XC and suggested that if I flew
comps, I would get picked up instead of having to hitch .
I left the US and went back to Europe to
work another winter in the Londoner Pub in
Kitzbtihel before transferring to the new
Londoner in Kbssen for the 1984 summer.
The Pre-worlds were held there that year and
I met Ian Jarman, Jane and Phil Noel who all
invited me to come to Oz later that year, fly
some comps and Jane would pick me up. I
did and it was great. Either Jane or Kim
would pick me up or whoever I landed near.
This was the way to fly XC!! And it still is.
You fly the same route as everyone else and
you always get a ride. I still rarely have a driver and still rely often on this method.

Enough of the hi story! Meanwhile, what
do you need to think about before those great
days and comps? Well , you can dream and
visualise yourself up on the podium picking
up the trophy. There is no harm in that
either as it is good positive thinking,
but there are a lot of other things to take
into co nsiderat ion . I can' t name them in
any order of importance but here are a
few ideas.
Make sure you can thermal in both
directions equally as good. I used to
carry my vario on the left side and had
a stron g preference in that direction , so
I moved it to the right and forced
myself to turn right as much as possible. Even with it on that side, I still preferred left but after much practice I
became ambidextrous. Now I carry it
on the left but have absolutely no preference. Carry your camera, or preferably cameras, in a place that is convenient
and easily accessible and practice using them
in free flight Xc. Get a few films developed
and look at your turn points critically as do
the judges. Ask some experienced comp
pilots or, even better, judges to check some
of your photos a nd give criticism if necessary.
Get good maps of the area and work out
a way to carry them so that you can read
them in the air. Always mark your course on
the already plastic coated map with a chinagraph pencil (an old trick I picked up from
Neil Mersham) and follow your course as
you fly. Study the map first on the ground
and work out possible ways to fly it, but still
make the final decisions in the air by studying the conditions in front of you. If there is a
crosswind involved, try to stay upwind of the
course when you are high so that if you do
get low you can cover more ground searching downwind without being too far off
course. Cumulus clouds are of course always
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the best indicators of lift, so get used to looking at them and weighing up their state of
development, and learn from your own experience of situations.
It is always good to speak to locals who
know a site well, even if the only useful
thing you get from them is the house thermal,
which is the first one you need straight after
launch to get you up. Valley winds and different local phenomenon are also useful.
Locals often have set routes they fly and
often you can deviate from these and find
alternate routes. One time in France, Mark
Newland and myself went flying with some
locals to try to round the second highest
mountain in France. We were the only two
who did it except for sailplane pilots and on
flying back, Mark top landed at the take off
site. I informed him on the radio that I was
going to fly back to Le Touvet where we
were staying. The locals said, "No, he cannot
do this across those mountains. " Mark disagreed, re-launched and we both made it.
At comps it is also very important to take
notice at the briefings. Listen to the predicted
weather and wind but also keep an eye on it
as the prediction is not always correct.
Things can change in the course of the day.
Study the course which is set. Look at the
organisers maps and compare them to yours,
mark yours correctly and get descriptions of
the turn points and goal and nearby outstanding features . Take all the necessary photos. 2
of each with both cameras. Talk to some of
the more experienced pilots and ask them
how long they think it will take to fly the
course and what time they are thinking of
launching. If possible launch well before
them as the top pilots will be looking at
being in the air only for the prime time of the
day. This time may not be long enough for
everyone to compete the course. If you are in
the air as soon as the day is soarable you can

plod along, staying high, using all the lift. As
long as you are still going forwards, and perhaps you can join up with some of these
pilots for part of the course. They will be
looking to climb only in the best lift on a
good day so it is very possible they will leave
a thermal you are in lower than you. Stick
with them as long as they are leaving lower.
A few gaggles might come through so stick
with them as long as you can leave as high or
higher than them, otherwise go back to topping up and making your own decisions. Try
to analyse why they went the way they did,
when they did, but also go your own way if
you can't see a reason for it and you have
better ideas. Decision making in flight is the
most important thing about Xc. Learn from
you mistakes as well as those of others.
There are a lot of things in XC and comp
flying to think about and discuss, but as I am
writing an article, not a book, I will end with
this story.
I remember the first time I made goal at
the Mt Buffalo Classic in 1984. The goal was
the airstrip at Mt Beauty. After I landed, I
was still carrying my glider over to the pack
up area (there were already a lot of pilots
there before me) and Ben Harris (one of the
Moyes kids) ran up to me with an ice cold
beer and said, "Good one, Drew." I was
stoked. All the guns were there (I think
Ricky Duncan won the day); we all drank
beers and told lies about how good we were
and there I was ... " ...and do you remember
that valley crossing and wasn't that a howler
of a thermal; must have been 3000 fpm up
(after a six pack). Since then I've landed at a
few goals and drank a few ice cold beers and
believe me, it is the only place to land, and
the beer never tastes as good as the one at
goal.
So I guess I'll see you there"
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leOM

SALEI
FREE
BATTERY I
It doesn't happen very
often. for a short time
the ICOM factory is offering an unbelievable
bonus if you buy a new
ICOM GX radio.
Buy one GX and
you will receive not
one but two (2)
12v high power I
batteries ! Buy 2
radios and receive
4 batteries !! A
great free bonus
worth big $$$'s.

The GX is light-years ahead of all
other UHF radios. It's Smaller.
lighter. & comes with more features than all previous ICOM radios. FREE Selcall paging is installed. All GX's purchased are
also covered by the new ICOM two
(2) year guarantee. Limited offer.

~

DON'T MISS OUT !!
NSW State titles at Borah, Manilla, NSW Photo by Andrew & Jeanne Pepper

ICOM GX

•

ONL Y.. $ 585

with two ni-cad battery packs!
Protective soft cover case $27
ICOM ulltralight headset $115
Finger "witche" al"o availaf1le.
Order t>y phone/fax or mail with your
credit card . Cheque or COD also OK.

AN5ElT NEXT DAY· DELIVERY $16
All prices quoted tax exempt.

ULTRALIGHT FLYING
MACHINES
PO BOX 182.
NTH BALWYN. VIC. 3104

(0:3) 94:31 - 21:31

1.----- _____ .
24 HR FAX (03) 9431-1869
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Safe flying means taking care of
even the smallest details.
leom's new IC-An VHF transceiver offers you big performance from an incredibly small unit ...at just 152 mm in length
it's our smallest ever avionics transceiver. It may be small but the IC-A22 has an amazing memory of 50 frequencies,
plus you get a 6-character alphanumeric message capability... very handy for storing information such as VOR IO's
I

or airport ID's for easy recall and quick visual recognition. To get the full story on our new powerful little performer
talk to the avionics experts at leom or your nearest leom dealer.
Call free on 1800338915 or write to leorn Australia Pty. Ltd.
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7 Duke St Windsor Victoria 3181 P.O. Box 1162
Ph: (03) 9529 7582. Fax: (03) 95298485. A.C.N. 006 092 575
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Oh What A Feeling
(it could have been); at least I was
driving a Toyota from Hell
By Tove Heaney
I couldn't wait to get to the famous
Tegelberg Mountain. Steve Moyes said, "It's
a great site to fly, because the mountain
works really well. You always get up after
launching." Thinking about his comments
now, after the trip, I realised they were quite
subjective, coming from a guy who won the
mighty World Championship at this site.
Steve gave me the fax and phone number
to the German folk hero, with the American
look and the great German name, BOB! I
asked BOB about which town in Germany to
go to, and other important information. He
quickly sent me a fax back, with the important bits and said, "It's so easy to fly here,
you always get up!" Like I said, I could not
wait!
I flew out of Sydney with it 's miserable
18 degrees C. Europe with sun and summer,
here I come! When the plane landed in
Norway and I saw my happy parents in the
crowd I realised to my horror that they were
wearing their winter coats. In the car on the
way home I got it all confirmed. It was snow
everywhere, the summer hadn't arrived yet!
Norway was not a very happening place
to stay, so I wanted to get moving. Germany
here I come! I convinced my brother, Erik
the Viking, to come and drive for me, and off
we went. "Hell" the car dealer in Trondheim,
Norway, had donated me a spacious Toyota
Hi Ace, for my stay in Europe. The car turned
out to be one of the only things that was not
Hell. Erik the Viking was thrilled abo ut !lying, not a hang glider, but the Hi -Ace down
the Autobahn. First we had to get on the Boat
to cross the big fjord to Denmark.

emphasis on the dying bit, they let me carry
it the I km (at least it seemed like a I km
stretch through the ferry and up the other
end. The crew politely told me, "You either
carry the thing up the other end now, or
you'll have to do it in the morning when we
open the other bow to get off."

us drive at this speed for hours. Erik the
Viking was not impressed.
Late at night we arrived in Fussen, and
early next morning I called BOB . He invited
us to stay in his house (Thanks for your hospitality Bob and Evi), and said he was going
to come flying in the afternoon. Then BOB
gave us directions on how to get to the
Tegelberg bahn. There it all was! The great
mountain , the fantastic castle and the big
cable bahn . I thought it felt a bit strange
being on a new site not knowing anybody. I

In the future I 'm going to stay in fabulous Australia, go to more
comps here and travel further towards the middle of the desert, to
get longer flights, more hours and better practice.

Finally we were on the Auto Bahn . Erik
the Viking was hungry for a bit of action.
After the first 10 km, we had to stop to tape
the glider bag so it wouldn ' t fl ap so badly.
Another 10 kms down the road I sadl y had to
put down some ground rules. This was not a
Mercedes Convertible or a BMW with a 61
engine. 140 km was enough for this donated
Toyota and my high tech !lying machine on
the roof. Another few km down the road and
Erik the Viking started to slow up. Not by
choice, but because of the building traffic .
Shortly after we were going in 20 kmlh.
Heaps of traffi c, and a few acc idents, made

went to buy a lift ticket, and had to sign in
the book. Mark Gibson was the name before
me in the book . American Gibbo, as I know
him ; at least I had one friend among the
strangers.
Up on the top of the mountain there was
a lot of gliders already set up. A lot of
Moyes , and also quite a few Airborne and
Enterprise Wings gliders. What happened to
Airwave, Wills Wing and the other big companies? Good on ya, Aussies, it looks like we
are flogging them . An very interesting
German kingpost and top rigging-less glider,
was getting a lot of attention. The designer
said it didn ' t perform that much better than

"You don ' t think you can get this on the
ferry, do you?". "Well we're only about 2535 cm higher than the limit. It ' ll be all right,
won't it?" was the only reply I could think of
to the crew member of the ferry. "We have
no time to waste. You have to take whatever-it-is off; the roof racks too . That's the
only way you can get this car on board this
ferry. We' ll send the fork lift to pick up that
thing." After seeing the fork lift drive on and
off the ferry doing at least 100 kmlh dumping
parcels roughly on the ground, I decided to
carry it on board myself. They insisted on
taking it for me, but after giving them the big
spiel about "this thing" being a hi gh tech,
delicate flying machine. And with as little as
a tiny dint in one of the tubin g, I would fall
out off the sky and probab ly di e, with
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"nonnal" gliders and that he couldn't afford
to get it certified. Another great idea only, or
is this going to be the next big step. We'll
just have to wait and see.
After starting to rig my own hi ghly loved
Xtralite, quite a few people walked past and
said hallo, good to see you in Gennany. I
realised I actually knew a few of these pilots,
and I had seen a lot of the others before.
While setting up, some of the locals said they
were expecting a front to move through and
therefore some rain. So it was better to wait
for a while.
Carefully having a closer look at the
Gennan pilots, I realised I did know most of
them from before. Someone told me 35
Gennan pilots went to Australia to fly last

p----- -----.
:GARMIN
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season. No wonder I knew a few! I even met
a few Australians; Neva, and almost
Australian Nick and Ian. Things were not
looking too bad. The rain looked like it was
holding off for a while, and I couldn't wait to
have a fly. I jumped off, with Neva following
not far behind. We thermalled up to cloudbase, which was only 1000 ft above launch,
and had a great time. Trying to have a good
look around to get to know the area.

Ye5 - you ~ afford a GPS !

~
••
••

Next moment we could see the gust front
from the rain move closer on the lakes ahead.
With planes and Ultralights flying around we
were doing wingovers trying to get down and
land. I was happy to be on the ground when
the "big black" clouds came over and the
rain started.

Hie ~ navigation system we have seen
for eport: aviation. The world's smallest
GPS, 14!htweight, waterproof, simple to
use, moving m.p display. night light,
easy "one handed" control, tracKS up to
~ satellites. up to 2f) hours use on a set
of alkaline vatteries (included). Know your
groundspeed. wind aloft. time to destination. tracK to fly and more. Follow the "air
road" for simple no fuss flying. FREE 12
volt power lead. Ff(EE mounting kit &
FREE carry cover Included. Full Australian warranty (not a grey import:). ~

GARMIN GPS 45 ...

<a.

i

•• NOW $ 749
••
••
• ULTRALIGHT FLYING
•• MACHINES
• (03) 9431 - 2131
•

I

VERY LIMITED OFFER II

Credit Card or COD OK
AN5ElT NEXT DAY" DELIVERY $16
All prices quoted tax ~mpt.
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That was the beginning of the end really.
It just kept raining and raining. On Tuesday,
the first day of the competition, the weather
man said, "It's looking better for Saturday".
And Saturday was the only round we got.
Even on Saturday, our only comp day, it
rained on launch on and off. All the Mylar
pilots were panicking, trying to get their gliders dry before launching. Everything from
the standard dishwashing liquid to the local
hotel shampoo, was in use trying to get the
gliders ready for launch. I felt quite at home
being born in Norway and used to a lot of
rain. With power rib sail cloth on my excellent Xtralite, I did not have much to fear.
It looked like we were going to get a bit
of a break in the rain, so the comp organisers
qui ckly pushed us off the mountain. It was
great being one of the honoured foreign
pilots . I had the best launch order, just behind
the top pilots. The task was about 50 km.
First down to the south, then up past launch
to the north, south of launch again and goal
in the main landing field. The thermals were
not too bad , but we were flying in and out of
drizzling rain. A few people made goal, and
a few were close, but got dumped on the
grou nd by the next shower. Then it just kept
raining.

So out of my German trip I got better at
playing volleyball, learnt a few new words:
"Aus (volley ball), scheise, einen bier bitte".
Climbing over the toilet doors, when you forgot to bring money to get through the door,
was a handy trick my fellow Gennan female
pilots taught me. The Gennan pilots were
very friendly, and the beer was excellent. So
the trip wasn't a total failure, but I had
arrived with the great ambition of getting
winter training,
After the big disappointment in
Germany, I could not wait to get to Norway
to fly the Norwegian Nationals. Talking to
my parents on the phone they said Norway
was flooded , and were not sure if there was
any main roads open between south and
north . The day we arrived back, was the first
day the roads opened.
With my mum as a combined driver and
babysitter, and another great HiAce from
Toyota, I was ready for the Norwegian championship .
The
great
flying
valley
of
Gubrandsdalen, was a sad sight, all flat paddocks were completely under water. Well we
could always hillside land on the walls of the
valley I suppose? Driving in to Vaga was
nerve wracking. The main landing with the
headquarters, was surrounded by the river. If
the main landing was under water there
would probably not be a competition! We
arrived in Vaga at II pm and there were gliders in the air (It never gets dark in this part of
Norway in summer). Great, the landing must
be dry and there wi ll be a competition. All
the costs of rais ing the landing fie ld a few
metres above the river, was well worth the
money.
The first day of the comp was very overcast, and at I pm the organisers called the
day off. It was still flyable and most pilots
went off free flying, and found it only ridge
soarable. Flying over the snow next to the
highest mountain in Norway, Galdhopiggen ,
was freezing bllt spectacular. The local
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Moyes Boys kept hillside landing on the
snow covered mountain. Over and over
again. It looked beautiful with all the bright
coloured gliders all lined up against the white
snow.
The second day looked perfect, and so it
was. We had a 65 km out and return, and
most pilots made it to goal. The day after
they also called a task. It was quite a strong
headwind up high, and the first leg of the
task was mainly leeside thermalling down a
tight valley. Pretty scary air if you ask me.
As soon you got around the corner, down the
next valley the wind was only head/cross , so
it was back to normal thermalling. After 6
pm, and two thirds of the task still ahead, I
left the locals behind, trying to go a bit faster.
Bad move, I ended up on the deck. Plenty of
guys flew over and I was quit P#$%@. Mum
and myself drove home, had dinner, dessert
and went for a walk. It was 9 pm1 when we
saw the first gliders coming in towards goal.
At this stage it was blowing a gale across
Valley. The last 40 km had been a combination of ridge soaring and thermals. Now the
remaining pilots had to come down in the
valley and rotor to land. The first guy came
racing in, slowly pulling away from the second. Who was going to cross the line first?
This was pretty exciting! Next second the
first glider was upside down. It clearly had a
broken LE. The chute came out, but it would
not open. The glider was spinning fast
towards the ground. "Get the rescue boat on

the river", somebody was yelling. But then
the glider and parachute disappeared behind
a little hill in front of the river. "Call the
ambulance helicopter!" "It's on its way".
Everybody got on the radio, trying to contact
the pilots still approaching goal. "Make
everybody crosses high and land up the
other, wider end of the valley," said the goal
marshal. We then got news that the pilot that
had thrown the chute had landed in trees, and
was only bruised and scratched. I said to
mum that it was probably a good thing I
bombed out today. Maybe it was meant to
be!
It was a handful of gliders that made
goal, but there were many more stories about
the horrific conditions. One of the pilots said
he could not manoeuvre the glider over the
goal line. He kept coming around, for more
attempts, but just got shifted to the sides by
the turbulence. The goal marshal told the
pilot he was going to "get the goal", and
stopped his time, so the pilot could fly up to
the other end of the valley and safely land
while he had a bit of height left.
Another pilot said he was on his final
looking good for landing, when he got lifted,
turned around 180 degrees, taken 1/2 km
down the valley and luckily got safely put
down on the ground in a completely different
paddock than planned.
I was content being on the ground. I feel
flying in conditions like this is not much fun
and pilots are maybe pushing it too far. I've

never been keen on risking my life and
equipment, just to score well in a single
round.
The last flying day in the comp, after
having quite a few cancelled days, was just a
gliding task to make the competition valid.
So I probably would have had more and
better flying if I had stayed home in cold
Canberra. I know these sites in Europe can
be very good, if you are lucky with the
weather. The time, money and effort spent
does not somehow seem to match up with the
chances of getting great weather and good
flying conditions. In the future I'm going to
stay in fabulous Australia, go to more comps
here and travel further towards the middle of
the desert, to get longer flights, more hours
and better practice. It's not much point in
going to Europe to fly with the good pilots,
when most of them come to Australia to
compete anyway. You can make up your own
mind, but I've been to a few places by now,
and nothing can beat Australia.
I have the feeling a lot of Germans and
other Europeans are coming back for the next
Australian season. And what a season it's
going to be. Two Flatlands, the Bogong Cup
and the Women's Worlds. I just hope I can
last!
See ya there guys!!
Thanks to Moyes Delta Gliders ; Toyota;
Hell Bil , Norway and Ray Ban, Australia for
the support! ~

Fathe( sDay for a
Parapunter
ost normal families celebrate the occasion by bringing the
old guy some breakfast in bed, maybe some crusty croIssants with a cup of piping hot black coffee. The little
woman might bring him his slippers and endearingly ask him, " What
would you like to do on this special day darling? Shall we go to
lunch at your favourite French restaurant? Or maybe you'd like to
stay in bed reading your favourite flying magazines until dinner?"

M

Only in your dreams! The reality for me started with Lyn driving
a disabled friend to Canberra for the weekend (fancy driving 250 km
with no intention of flying!). The real estate agent rings up Friday
night at 8 pm to say he's got a hot buyer for your house! You clean
and tidy your shambles of a house till midnight after having had a
champagne celebration with your work mates! You then sit down to
open a satirical Father's Day card which happens to be the only
recognition you get for giving birth to your offspring'
I can only assume this is poetic justice. Still perhaps there are
worse things than having your children laugh at you') (Yeah, like
having lousy weather on a Father's Day weekend with nobody at
home to tell you not to go flyin g')
Elgar Slarkis
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* Australian Flight Tours * Paragliding * Hang Gliding * Microlites

DON'T READ THIS.
High Adventure'S hang gliding and paragliding tour dates have been changed to
now the 25th November - 2nd December. This 8 day tour will get you hours of flying
and miles under your wings, but don't just take our word for it, ask some of the 20
pilots that came last year on tour.
Phil Schenau:

My airtime before the tour was 3 hours. First flight of
the tour was 3 hours and 30 kilometres.

Michael Free:

I was about to give up hang gliding until I went on
tour.

Greg Wilkinson:

I nearly went back to South Africa.

Greg Auld:

My longest flight before the tour was 17 kilometres.
My first cross-country flight of the tour was 90
kilometres.

Paul Marchant:

I went to the Owens Valley and my longest flight was
30 kilometres . On the tour with High Adventure, I flew
75 kilometres and flew past Lee Scott.

Paul MacDonald:

Was that Lee Scott who landed back there?

Steve Rickwood:

I hate Wee Waa pizzas!

Yes! Pat the Rat is coming again.
Tour includes:

accommodation & breakfast x 7 nights;
transport and retrieval from XC flights;
aero tows;
in-flight and radio instruction;
test flights of new gliders on request;
adventure and panoramic views guaranteed.

Contact LEE SCOTT NOW! on 065565265 to secure your spot.
Only 10 pilots on tour.
Ask us also about our Overseas tours in 1996.

Don't miss out! Only '1' tour this year.
PACIFIC HIGHWAY, JOHNS RIVER 2443
PHONE / FAX: (065) 565 265 MOBILE: 018 652 582
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State, Club and Region News
Queens/and
Townsville Hang Gliding
Association Inc.
This
year's
AGM saw a new
committee elected. President is
now
Gary
Rogers,
VicePresident
Peter
Scarfe,
SSO
Graeme Etherton
(Ethol), Secretary
Dave McManus
and
Treasurer
Steve Duncan.
Quite a busy club at times espccially this
year. This winter has been rather unkind to us
with only every second day or so flyable
with our regular addicts having to resort to
the 1.5 hour drive to Inkerman to get that tix
we all crave for. On one particul ar day,
Graeme Etherton managed a 70 km flight to
land at our superb summer site "The Rock"
and this was in mid July! An excellent
achievement, well done Ethol.
The Townsville Show
Committee
approached us this year to be part of their
display with a flight off Castle Hill which is
in the centre of town, to overtly the show
itself and land in a nearby park. A fewenthusiastic pilots lumbered their gliders halfway
down this 1000' hill to launch at a sa fe place,
set up the gliders complete with pyrotechnics
fitted only to be denied previously approved
clearance at the last minute by air trartic control for reasons unclear to us at this stage. A
bit of a disappointment for us but we enjoyed
the exercise (not!).
When spring hits we intend to do some
towing at Hughenden . With the prospect of a
high cloud base we should fly some serious
cross-country. Also we've set a challenge to
the Cairns and Whitsundays clubs for an
inter-club comp taking place on the 4th and
5th of November 1995. It's not just any old
compo This one is designed chiefly to promote and raise funds for a local Christian
radio station called "Radio Rhema" . The
word "Rhema" meaning "Inspired and spoken word of God". With substantial prize
money and possibly TV coverage, it could
become bigger than Ben Hur and quite a
spectacle for the locals here as well as being
a really fun event for participating pilots. If
you happen to be around Townsville at that
time you're most welcome to be part of it as
well. Feel free to join in the fun. Just give me
a call to get the details.
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T he G ill ies, Eungella and Canungra
camps will see a good cross section of the
Townsville bunch . Best of luck to the other
pilots, we've got some very promising up
and coming talent as well as our fair share of
legends too .
Our meeting is he ld at the Causeway
Hotel on Charters Towers Road at 7:30 on
the I st Tuesday of each month. New members are most welcome so feel free to just
tu rn up or give me a call for more info.
Steve Duncan, Treasurer

Gladstone Hang Gliding Club
The 94/95 season has come to an end
with Andrew Atkinson gliding well and
dominating the local competition once again
to win the Mossman Trophy. Pat Purcell
managed a few good flights later in the season to just edge out Peter Bolton for the second place Lenz Trophy. Steve Gemmell
secured third spot.
Competition this season will be tierce for
the Mary Hickman Trophy for the fastest
time around the Colosseum Triangle course .
The Eagle Trophy for the longest tlight was
won by Andrew Atkinson with a 122 kilometre flight.
Highlights of the past 94/95 season were:
Most of Andrew's scoring tlights were over
100 kilometres including a few goal tlights
and some flights ending due to airspace
restrictions.
Pat Purcell - 99 kilometre flight (one
thermal past Pete and Andrew) on a scratchy
day landing on the same property as Steve
Gemmell a few months earlier, much to the
farmer 's delight.
Peter Bolton's flight of 98 ki lometres on
the same day as Andrew's winning flight ,
Col MeGree, Dave Kennedy and the above
pilots with multiple flights in the 60 kilometre range.
3 pi lots (Andrew Atkinson, Peter Bolton
and Pat Purcell) flew to a nominated goal at
Rockfields, 72.4 kilometres, on the same day
Hans Respondek and John Leysk each
enjoyed an excellent tlight this season and
due to the number of B Grade pilots there
will be a separate category for these pilots.
Peter Bolton has left us to work in Weipa but
has assured us it will not be long before he
will be back to join us for a fly.

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding
Club
It's time to book your accommodation
for our annual Rainbow Beach com petition
which wi ll be held from 27 December and
for 3 tlying day s. This is a great place for the
whole family to have their annual holidays.
For those who don't know the area, Rainbow
Beach is the Gateway to Fraser Island. O nce
you ' ve launched, your family can enjoy the
great activities in the area, which include
beautifu l beaches for surfing and swimming,
some great fishing or a nice quiet bush walk.
The cost of the competition will be $30.
This price includes a "Get to meet the pilots"
BBQ on the firs t night of the comp and a

BRIGHT POWERED
HANG GLIDING
- Trike Pllou hen More J'un·Ttlkr Pllotl HII'I"r MDrr f\ln..Ttlb

THE ONLY PLACE TO LEARN
at the

Porepunkah Airfield
only 3 hrs North East of Melbourne

AU Year Round Teaching
Nothing But the Best!

Trike Pilots have

MORE FUN!

Thanks to all (special mention to Sandy
and Willie) who turned up for the working
bee to clear the take-otT at Scrubby
Mountain. We are keeping our fingers
crossed for airspace changes to enable
Scrubby to be better utilised.

BRIGHT POWERED lIANG G LIDING
The Only Place to Learn

Pat PurcelL, Presidelll, CladslOne Hang
CLiding Club Inc.

Ph (057) 501 555

Greg & Rosemary Withers
22 Ashwood Ave, Bright, Vic 3741
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BBQ on the last night of the comp for trophy
presentation. For more info about the comp
please give Geoff Borthwick 074 760784 or
myself 074463421 for any more info.
Accommodation can be booked at
Rainbow Beach Holiday Village on 074
863222, Rainbow Waters Holiday Park 074
863200, The Gazebo Gardens Resort Motel
074 863255 and Rainbow Beach Hotel Motel
074863125.
All pilots are asked to bring your tow bridles.
Hope to see you at Rainbow Beach th is
year. Keep watching this space for more
information.

Cathy Edmunds

Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
At the August meeting Bryan Hayhow of
Enterprise Wings was our guest speaker and
he spoke on his company's current products,
future directions, testing criteria etc. Thanks
for that, Bryan. I was not at the meeting,
indeed I shall miss a few over the next six
months due to other commitments.
We have been doing a bit of winter winch
towing down at Menangle with some measure of success. Several pilots have had
height gains of 2000' after release and gone

for small out and return cross countries. Neil
Evans gained his first thermalling experience. However he did not quite make it back
and landed a couple of klicks short, packed
up his glider, put it on his shoulder and carried it back!
The winch has lately been undergoing
some maintenance work courtesy of John
Sperring. His main task was to try to get the
machine to run a bit smoother by moving the
wire drum into closer alignment with its
drive shaft and to make repairs and improvements to the tension meter system which has
been a bit erratic for some time. At date of
writing this work has been completed but the
winch has not been tested.
The club tly day for September was a
winch tow day on Sunday 10 at Menangle.
The work John has done to the winch is
excellent. It runs much smoother and the tension meter system now works reliably. The
gauge however, does need re-calibrating.
Having said that the towing was not good
with a 45 degree to 120 crosswind at 5-15
mph right on our operating limits. Indeed a
lot of time was wasted waiting for the wind
to come round enough so that it wasn't crosstail. There was no lift either and all tlights
were short duration. The task was either
duration or open distance. Nobody scored
anything to make it worth recording.
The next month's club tly (October) is
the first round of the inter-club competition
at Manilla which by the time you read this
will have taken place.
Our meetings are held monthly at the
Sportsman Hotel, . Kildare Road. Blacktown
on the last Tuesday of each month starting
7.30 pm. New members are always welcome.

David Middleton, Presidellt

This pilot managed to escape disaster at Mt Buffalo last season.
Photo by Licia Prisco of Kilsyth

ACT Hang Gliding
Association
T he ACT has had a very unusually warm
August this year. and local pilots have been
enjoying some soaring. Local hang gliding
ace Tove Heaney graced the local news
media a time or two during August and early
September. On the tlrst occasion. an enterprising Canberra Times photographer spotted
Tove running down Giralang training hill
beside a hang glider. Need less to say, the
telephoto lens produced a front page photo
for the next day's edition. The shades of grey
in the photo had Tove for all intents STARK
NAKED. The next meeting of the
Association commended Tove for the exposure and publicising the sport'
She made the papers and the local television news in early September while towing
up in her Moyes Xtralite for an early morning balloon drop from 4,000 ft over
Canberra. She said it was really beautifu l and
had high praise for top balloon pilot John
Wallington . Tove says she felt very safe with
John . confident that he would steer her safely
through take off. John is already newsworthy ; he's the man who tlew across Australia
with Dick Smith.
A number of hang glider pilots went
aerotowing from Mick Farrell 's paddock in
Booroowa with ten pilots receIving tow
endorsements. Paragliders are looking
forward to a ridge-soaring and top-landing course.
Also on the Canberra calendar is a
pilot exchange with IIlawarra Hang
Gliding Club. This commences with a
visit to Canberra so look out for some upcoming fun comps in the Canberra scene.

Catherine Thorpe, Secretary

Victoria
Eastern Hang Gliding
Club Inc
Hi Folks ,
June: Great
weather.. . for
something
other than tlying I'm sure.
From what I've
been hearing,
apart from a
few frigid jaunts down to the coast and a
quick dash to Landscape to grab a bit of
airtimc . not a lot of aviation has been
committcd since the Easter break. The
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June club towing weekend at Birchip had to
be cancelled due to the deluge that fell from
the heavens and actually put a nearby town
under water; but we're on the other side of
the solstice now so things will have to start
getting better soon ... very soon 1 hope. (The

above was writ/en in the depressive depths of
winter and then lost in the even darker
depths of the computer for several months!)
September: The May and June club
meetings proved to be further enlightening
events with launch and thermalling techniques being discussed in May and a dissertation on lapse rates, cloud suck and the like
being presented by Harry Summons the following meeting. It was gratifying to note that
pilots of all skill levels were contributing and
offering suggestions, presenting questions
and relating personal (relative) experiences.
The thermalling discussions provided a natural lead in to the following month's topic of
lapse rates and for those who are unsure
about DALR, SALR and how they are affected by the ELR (not ELO ... they disappeared
years ago), then you weren't at the Jun e
meeting. Harry obviously knows his stufl
and managed to handle some pretty tricky
questions from .. . how far below a cloud the
lift can be influenced (ie: cloud suck) to ...
how dust devils are generated and maintained ... to blue thermals. While we can
observe trends and patterns in weather leading us to a relatively high frequency of general global predicability. Harry reinforced for
me and I'm sure many others that it 's at the
micro-meteorological level we, as pilots,
need the most understanding in order to safely exploit the skies above.
The AGM followed the next month and
there was the usual hot competition for the
positions of office - basically someone voted
that the existing committee be re-elected and
hands went up so fast I was concerned that
some of the winter atrop hi ed muscles might
have been severely strained. We re-elected
office bearers are presuming that it was a
vote of confidence (7).
The August meeting saw the erection of a
pyramid from the apex of which we took
tums to hang in the wonderful array of harnesses that were on display. The theme for
night was show 'n 'tell of harnesses and assuciated flying equipment. Peter Batchelor was
able to supply the pyramid, constructed from
a myriad of aluminium tubes , with attached
pulleys and Mad Eagle control frame. It
proved to bc vcry functional and very strong
even holding up the abundant framc of Tony
Caneva (amidst much groaning of spars and
joints). The evening was very informative
all owing the newer pilots to compare and
review equipment and communication setups
used by longer standing pilots. In fact th c
pyramid was such a success that we are using
(will have bv tile time this is read) it for the
parachute
seminar
to
be
held
at
Paradynamics.
There has been some questioning of the
Intermediate rating at Landscape, the club
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site. [n optimum conditions the launch here
all pilots flying here will give his farm a
can be a dodd Ie, however this is not always
wide berth. It is next to a distinctive oval at
the case as has been made evident by a few,
the foot of the ridge to the west as I have
shall we say faux pas (sorry about the
described above.
French, bad taste!) by some very experienced
PLEASE TAKE NOTE AND PASS
pilots and one not so experienced one who
THE WORD ON!!
managed a 'loop' on take off then crashed
One final but important point that was
back on top after he hit the compression
highlighted in the Club News of the
abou t 15 metres in front of the northerly
September Skysailor. A site was lost apparlaunch. Needless to say the site can catch the
ent
ly due to pilot thoughtlessness in
unwary, as I have discusscd in an earlier
Queensland recently. It is unfortunate but
Skysailor and its remoteness and ruggedness
true that the minority usually wrecks it for
is a further complicating factor if a rescue
the majorityl Another potential problem that
from the steep cliffs is ever necessary. There
can occur is with pilots exploring new si tes
is also a high voltage power line running
by flying them first before contacting owners
from the tower to the roadside along the
or clubs in the vicinity. Paraglider pilots in
ridge to the right of the northerly launch. On
particular enjoy remarkable mobility by comhot days with such expansive rock faces the
parison to their HG cousins and for them the
thermal induced turbulence can indeed be
temptation to walk to a great new site for a
significant making launch and tlying condi'test fly' must be great, particularly when the
tions a matter for experienced consideration
established site has just gone tail wind.
and rellexes. For reasons such as this the site
Again , please heed the warning signalled by
has been rated intermediate. I do appreciate
the recent situation in Queensland and give
thc
difficulty
and
frustration
of
mueh thought to the consequences of your
No v/Restricted pilots in looking for experiactions.
ence and hours but do heed the rating in this
Remember [he Seven P's: Proper Prior
case; it is there for a reasun. Hopefully we
Plallning Prevents P@#-Poor Performance
will have a greater variety uf safer !lying
sites appearing during the next fcw seasons.
Lallce Sheppard
We are currently negotiating wllh landowners for a Nov/Res rated site. If any members
happen to notice other putential flying sites
don't hesitate tu cuntact any of the committee who have had
a good deal of
experience
in
approaching
landowners. We
would prefer this
co - ordinated
It's on, the big Silent Flight adventure for 1995.
a pproach in the
development
of
We are going towing in the big air of Conargo. Last years venue at
new sites.
Birchip was a great success with 10,000 feet being achieved and

Cross Country Advel1ture

A final note
for the Lalldscape
,Ite: there i, a
newly established
ustrich farm in
the valley one
ridge around to
the west from the
westerly launch .
The owner was
very
concerned
recently
when
pi lots,
flying
below
ridge
height, spooked
hi s
ostriches,
causing them to
panic. Fortunately
nu further damage was done and
at $30,000+ each ,
the owner 's conccrns arc understandable . I have
spoken
to
the
landowner
a nd
assured him that

personal bests bettered with 100km flights not a problem.
The area of Conargo just north of Deniliquin is fantastic for cross
country flying, it's hot, flat and has a good road structure for
pickups. Previous trips by Silent Flight to this area have realised
flights of 10,000 ft + and 160km+, not a problem.
Whether your looking to relax or to have a hard core flying
experience this trip is for you.
This is an all inclusive hang gliding adventure.
•
•
•
•
•
•

9 days flying
All the tows you want
Aero & car tow
Accommodation
Breakfast, lunch and dinner
Tips on XC !lying

•
•
•
•
•

The odd beer after flying
Experienced instructor on hand
Transfers to and from Canberra
Pickups, fly as far as you can
Test flights on the latest equipment
Heaps of tall tales and stories

Tentative dates for this extravaganza are from Friday 09112/95 till
Sunday 17112/95. A booking is essential to secure your spot as
numbers are limited. Give Silent Flight a call for more information
hang gliding is our business, not a problem.
'
Your bosl for this C ross Country Adventure is Australian Women's Sporting Champion

Tove Heaney (06) 2941466
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Western Australia
Dalwallinu Hang Gliding Club
It's been a
tantalising month
as the thermal
activity starts to
look promising
around
our
launch paddock
in Wongan Hills,
although the wetter-than-usual
conditions have made for a later start to the
thermal season with only the more experienced pilots like Brad and Sarah Chadwick
succeeding in getting away. The patchy and
light lift was nevertheless exploited to the

fu ll by novi ce pilot Mel anie Dun , who took
out the Eagle Award for the month by managing her first "out of paddock" experience
on a day when Gary Bennett as the only
other pilot in a large fie ld to get away. It's
been mostly take off and landing practice for
the rest of us, interrupted by the occasional
tussle with marginal bubbles here and there,
but all good experience none-the-Iess.

Many of the club's intermediate pilots,
including your correspondent, have taken
advantage of the smooth , fine conditions,
plus Airsports ' Edge, to take the plunge into
aerotow ing. After the initial terror, this
proves to be a great way to get airborne and I
predi ct the cl ub 's launch dolly will get some
seriou s mileage this summer. I'm looking
forward to the Airsports' aerotow weekend
planned for November in the Stirling Ranges
near Albany.

We are hoping for some real boomers by
Spring Thermal Week which kicks off on
September 30th and continues until the
Sunday of the following weekend . Thi s is
traditionally a time when many novices
ac hieve their first cross co untry tli g hts and it
is a great opportunity to get the kites out of
mothball s and get together for a week of serious tlyin g and fun times.

Recent events of note have included a
successful invitatio nal tl y-in at the Watheroo
Cricket Club Picnic whic h saw our
redoubtable president, Gary Bennett and
Mike Howden organising a number of the
club 's new novice members (more Stings
th an you could shake a stick at) for a day of
car tow launching from a paddock provided
near the town site. I missed out
because of car trouble, but by all
acco unts this proved to be an
enjoyable day for all concerned
and great PR for our sport in the
wheatbelt.

Cross Country
Grand Prize Draw

The club is currently seeking a alternative launch paddock
in the Wongan Hills area as we
have just about worn out our
welcome with the long suffering
and generous farme r, Rob
Mil stead. whose paddocks we
have been using (for no charge)
over the last two years. The club
is considering leas ing a paddock
at commercial rates on a long
term bas is whi ch will make it
practical to provide some basic
fac ilities on site, such as shade,
in order to make our summe r
operations more co mfortable for
participants and more accessible
for loved ones who for so me
reason find hanging out in a
paddock all day with the mercury at 400+ objectionable
(s issies! ).

Exclusivelv for Cross Country subscribers!

Win a brand new AILES 'E K CR/$TAL 26 parag/ider
an At/as from La Moueffe and many other prizes *
If you're not already s ubscribed to CC you simply have tu JIIhscrihe. and add 25 FF
(or $5 or £3 o r equivalent) to the normal subscnptlon fee to enter Ihe G rand Pn ze Draw .
If yo u are al ready subscribed just send us a resubscriptioll cheque (add ing () is,ues to yo ur present sub)
plus Grand Prize entry fee of 25 FF or $5 or £3 to lake part (,~e , lib Conn below)
Ask your loca l eros.< COUlltry distributur

Tkt wlftlil, IIchlt will

~.

4"wI .. the 15th Januaty 1996

a nd the winners will be annou nced in the February edition of Cc.
* 30 other prizes (helmets, harnesses, tents. fli g ht suits. videos, books .. J
The complete li st will be detailed in CC 11°41.

Entries must be received before January 141h, 1996

You have a great chance of winning!
Fill ..,

m, I"""

III"

1# In ".w. Winnm will b, eln/.e/,' imm,'ill,ly

.1,,, /h. d"w,

Cross Country
INTERNATIONAL MAGAZINE OF HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING

TOMBOlA - RAFflE - DEADLINE JANUARY 14, 96

~
_

, YEAR SUBSCRIPTION / 6 ISSUES, POSTAGE INCLUDED:
France 200 FF (+25 FF for tombola)
.. ., I
Europe, Scandinavia, East Europe 220 FF (+25 Ff for tombolal
•
North Ame rica , South America , Asia, Australia , Africa 235 FF (+2 5 FF To r toillbo ia l
You may also pay by personal cheque : England £27 or USA $40 (+£3 or $ 5 (or tomhola )

Start my subscription with the next issue

0

with the prescnt

/S.<U(·

0

Continue my sui;,uiption

0

Name

I

Addrcs.1
Country
Tel and or Fax

J

II

Payment: CHEQUE or EUROCHEQUE payable to Cross Country MONEY ORDER to : Credit Agricole, Agency Drapeau - Diion, France - 041119098001
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The novice weekends have
been going from strength to
strength with the "adopt a
novice" program working well
in the c lub to bring new pilots
safely and enjoyably into the
sporl. Many of the cl ub 's more
experienced pilots have been
invo lved in running these weekends and the res ults in terms of
learning curves and safety have
been outstanding, notwithstanding one particu larly spectacular
demonstration ~y an intermediate pi lot of how not to land a
high performance glider ("low
and slow and in you'll go"). We
expect great things of our
nov ices thi s summ er with most
of them showing precocious
abi lity a nd a good atti tude.

Sam Blight ~

~. _1

SKYSAILOR

WANTED
Moyes pod harness med ph Josh 060 247391
AH
Mission, Aero or Mars ph Vic 015 841107

PARAGLIDERS
Please note: In future all paragliders offered for sale must state
their certification standard, otherwise they will be labelled with 'NO
CERTIFICATION INFORMATION
SUPPLIED (NCIS).
Queensland
Edel Space 27 sq m v safe int glider brand new
lines $2000 ono with Edel Force harness $2200
Rating 12 As plus
Apco Supra 28 only 20 hrs flying black & white
rating 11 Ass & 1 B Acpul $2900 ph Andrew 018
805522
Edel Racer 21 $1000 also
Firebird Apache 25 $2200 also
Ventus Tandem 38 $500 ono 074 748169, 015
158745 (NCIS)

New South Wales

741599

HANG GLIDERS

Excel 26 hot pink white US 40 hrs vgc SHV certified int glider bargain for $1800 ph Kate 059
741599
Excel 28 hot pink low hrs perf cond SHV certified int glider a very gd performer $1900 ph Jerry
0418332737
Excel 28 purple about 80 hrs perf cond new
lines SHV certified A docile gd performer $1850
ph Mick 03 95515007
Swing Zenith Canopy SHV 2 23 sq m 50-75 kg
pilot weighl.2 hrs flying time with Air Bulle harness speed system & Apco chute mint cond simply not used $2400 ph George X 04 11198877 or
0395961779

ACT
Edel Rainbow XXL 50 hrs airtime advanced
canopy ex cond new lines A top wing for a pilot
above 85 kg. Responsible for numerous mega
flights & personal bests. For coastal soaring
higher & further than anyone else, for big inland
cross-country flights wonderful. Must sell - truly!
Will listen to any offers at all. Ph Neil 06
2926310 or 018633219
Aircotec Alibi II varia great vario has never
missed a beat. $350 ph Neil 06 2926310 or 018
633219

Nova Sphinx 26
sqm all up weight
75-95 kg white with
aqua blue cell walls
110 hrs still in great
nick. Porosity & line
check better than
some brand new
gliders unbelie vable
handling & speed a
safe high performance glider,
Possum's machine
$2300 (lOA, 2C) ph
Rob 042 674499 H,
015926581 W

Victoria
Accord 27 mint
cond an ideal 1st
glider SHV certified
$1600 ph Kate 059

September 1995

New South Wales
Mars 150 nov Swiss alloy perfect for the smaller
pilot light to carry & easy to fly. I have replaced
all flying wires over the winter, top as well as bottom. $550 ph 065 558091 AH or 065 545100 W
041 8837282 mob ask for Steve
'
UHF 5 wattJl watt Roadrunner hand held 40 ch
transceiver with charger $275 ph Dane 02
9384420 W or 02 99799069 H
XS 155 (II converted) exp int blue LE red US
white TE flys great a bargain at only $950 ono
ph Steven 02 8051832 or 018672372
Desire 151 int as new low hrs great glider $3400
owner going O/S also
GTR 162 int only $200 also
Ball 651 vario/altimeter
gd cond 2 sensitivity scales, alt in 2 foot increments, main & reserve batt, ex buy $300 ph
Steven 02 8051832
Foil 150B Kevlar Racer int great 1st performance glider for int pilot at a bargain price. Flies
v smoothly, great climber, no sail flutters. Fluoro
pink mylar LE, pink &
grey US. vg cond
$950 ono ph Allan
047 393221 AH, 047
738357 BH

Reserve - Firebird RS2 Used for 1 season
never deployed - freshly packed mint condition!
$550 ph Elgar 064922061 H or 064 923444 W
Nova Phocus 29m2
(12A1DHV2) 90-115
kg. 40 hrs of sweet,
safe, summer thermailing. Same
model that Rob
Schroettner flew 150
km at Hay and
placed 4th in the Vic
Open against "hot
compo wings". $3400
call Elgar 064
922061 H or 064
923444 W

Please note: All powered hang
gliders (trikes) offered for sale
must state their registration number, otherwise they cannot be
accepted for publication.

IPL'f 1511.AD
..
~

Sabre 165 int ex
cond low hrs $400
also
Stanwell Soaring
Centre pod harness
suit 5'8"-6'2" $200
also
Moyes cocoon harness suit 5'8"-6' $150
also
Reserve chute $250
also
Ball 651
vario/altimeter $350
ph 048 223287 or
018484695
Xtralite 147 $4250
mint cond 26 hrs
looks great
purple/blue also
Vario Flytech 3005
$490 ph 069 212602,
015931845
Sting 166 int in ex
cond blue LE
grey/white US $1900
ono ph Chris 02
5558408 H, 02
2394300 W
Payout winch tried &
tested by Newcastle
Hang Gliding Club
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over past 5 years. Many tows & still good for.
many more. Built by Ron Huxhagen, Qld. Solid &
sturdy with 1500 It or rope. Selling due to acquisition of new expensive static winch & aero tow
facilities $800 enquiries ph Bill Olive 049 430158
Intermediate gliders: Aeros, XTs & Stings
from new to well flown! For prices & colours. Ph
Ross Duncan, Sun City Flight Sports 018
687020

Don 015 438016 selling because of GA interests

057751365

Sting 166 nov/int sky blue & fluoro yellow just
had 100 hr check through Airborne $1800 ph
David 02 6892107

XS 111155 (exp int) genuine 70 hrs only not used
last summer white LE bluelblack US power rib
MS UV treated plus spare upright need money
must sell $2500 ph Rex 02 5293583

Trike Skylink Hornet 532 T2-2537 82 hrs only
ex cond full instruments complete maint. log,
flight log & spares. Ivo prop, carby heat & fitted
ballistic ·emerg. chute. Reliable &

Harness: Danny Scott Racer one season old
5' 8"-6' + PA reserve $600 Sjostrom vario near
new $450 Uvex helmet med with Swiss PTT
$250 new Moyes Bar mitts $40 new High
Energy supine harness never used best offer
ph Rex 02 5293583
Classic Combat 152 MKII int virtually new only
50 hrs purple LE green & black tiger stripes US
spare faired upright speed bar etc delight to fly
very reluctant sale $2200 also
Aero Race 170 nov/int well used & loved 1st
glider delight to fly hot pink LE purple/grey US
complete check & service by Enterprise great
value $1100 ono also
GME Electrophone radio with charger cells
recently renewed $300 ono ca ll any time before
8pm ph Dave 0414 959567 mob or 02
99595671
Aero 150 nov/int gc blue & lIuoro yellow $1500
ph 049 327740
Foil 150B Race int pink LE blue US white MS
gc $600 ono ph Paul 02 3448504
AirBorne Edge with Executive wing T22636 base 251 hrs wing 70 hrs 582 C-type
gearbox. In flight trim, modified mast, castoring front wheel , windscreen , backrest, handbrake, keel support
bracket. full set of
covers, trailer, 2
place Aerial
Pursuits intercom, 2
helmets, lIying suit,
Icom A20 Mkll
radio , remote aenal,
press to talk.
Every1hing you need
to go flying $18000
will separate . Ph 066
425063

A good day at Myponga
Cliffs SA, 12-17 NNW.
Launch from 2000 ASL
and looking Sw. Photo
by Bruce Osborne while
flying his Magic 4. Film
Kodak 400

Air Support Pod
Lite harness for 5'8"
pilot brand new 02
4113629
Mission 170 nov dk
blue pink yellow fair
cond $900 ph Tom 049
674437, 049 264778 W

Ball 651
vario/altimeter with
one foot increment &
high & low range
switch $300 ph Ian 02
5672480 H

Mission 170 nov dk
blue/white flys well
$950 ph Ross 049
431900
Aero 150 nov 60 hrs new pinklbluelfluoro yellow
flys well $1800 ph Mick 049 634359 or 049
434769
Sting 154 novas new yellow/It blue $2300 + Air
Support Free Style harness ph Alan Nunn 049
821526,018497955 will freight
Moyes XT 165 int ex cond 20 hrs blue LE yellowlblue US white TE plus Moyes pod harness
suit 5'10" approx. plus Ball vario/altimeter
$2400 the lot will separate ph Steve 059 857916
Moyes Mission 170 nov vgc batten profiles,
rnanual $1400 ph Alan AH 02 8995351, BH 047
354513
Moyes GTR 162 gc batten profiles, owners manual, spare upright, $300 ono ph Alan 02 8995351
AH, 047 354513 BH
Quantum Q2 462 T2-2766 White/red stripe 20
hrs full instruments, as new, $25,500 includes
training bars & comrns + helmets + battery. Call
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safe. Never bent. Looks & flys great 55
kt+ cruise, only one owner from new. Includes
custom trailer with full cover, suit new buyer
$13,900 also
VHF Icom MKII radio plus 2 helmets with intercom $1,000 Sydney AH 02 9722853, BH 02
9137190, mob 0412172159
Aero nov low hrs immac cond forced sale harness & helmet also for sale $1600 the lot or will
separate all offers considered ph 02 99744661
Leaving the sport sale: Blitz 155 int red LE
orange & blue US 50 hrs comes with wheels &
carry tube ex cond $1300 ono also
Moyes pod & chute suit 5' 10" $400 also
Sjostrom vario as new $400 also
Moyes flying suit never worn suit 5'10"
black/blue $200 all equipment in ex cond $200
the lot ph David Smith 066 843677 W, 843502
AH
Sjostrom vario as new cond $300 ph Danny

Aero Race 150 int
(only 8 hrs flying time!)
fluoro pink LE mid-grey
US white TE new wires
very mint criSp cond $2200 also
Probe 175 int rainbow US gd cond $900 ono
also
Bandit 160 int ex cond for veteran glider all red
sail $200 Matt Stickley, 1 Murrawal Rd , Stanwell
Park NSW

xr 165 int red & white with blu e LE less than 20
hrs flying time , speed bar, ex cond $2500 ono
also
Moyes harness to suit 6'-6'2" as new $275 ono
and a parachute as new $450 ono ph Stephen
0299773170
Desire 151 int excellent buy as new cond , owner
going O/S mu st sell $3300 also
XS 155 exp int gd cond flys like a dream $1200
also
GTR 162 any offer also
Ball 651 varia/altimeter gd cond reliable &
accurate , has 2 scales with 1 foot incremental
altim eter $300 ph Steven 02 8051832, 018

SKYSAILOR

672372
Aero 170 nov whitelblue LE pinklblue US fully
faired, king post antenna lead, VB, new wires, gd
cond $1600 ono ph Peter 022877869/70 W, 02
7961298 AH
Pegasus Q trike 462 LC T2-2508. Here is your
chance to get a beaut trike at the right price.
Basic $12,500 includes full instruments ASI, VSI ,
Alt, water temp, 2 x CHT, EGT, tacho, compass,
carb heat, electrical system, antenna, pilot seat
back & covers. independent suspension custom
trailer. All in ex cond, full logs, recent top overhaul. Extras avail. with or subsequent to sale
include VHF radio, intercom, helmets, suit, bullet
parachute, electric Ivo prop. $2600 the collection; will separate ph Peter 02 2877869170 W, 02
7961298 AH
Sting 154 nov white LE pink/green US white TS
as new top cond URGENT sale due to work relocation. $2600 ono ph Ian 042 941656
Moyes Mars 150 nov vgc small pod harness (5'5'6") with parachute $1800 the lot or items sold
separately ph Ian 069 472888 BH
Moyes Mars 170 nov side wires recently
replaced reliable 1st glider a bargain at $500 ph
Ian 069 472888 BH
Quantum Super Sport T2-2738 low noise 9/10
aircraft $21500 069 592056 BH
Edge T2-2626 new wing 168 hrs vgc full instruments & cover $15,500 069 592056

South Australia
Sting 166 novl int faired post, speed bar v light &
easy to set up ec spare down tube (faired) &
base bar incl beginner harness training wheels

September 1995

batten profiles and manual $1900 also
Pod med $150 also
Sjostrom Digital Altimeterlvario ex cond $400
ph Peter 0825572101015716271

Queensland
Moyes XT 165 novl int very little use 30 hrs easy
to handle fluoro pink, green black with landing
wheels. full 6' pod harness & helmet, all you
need to start out vgc $2150 ph Colin 07
38075774 W, 38036001 AH
Combat 152 int kevlar LE grey/purple US gc if
you like purple you will buy at $1000 ph 07
2089745
Xact harness brown suit pilot six ft & 73 kilos.
Perfect cond, very little use also PA chute skid
lid & hand fairings the lot $1000 ph 07 38481409
Air Support model Freestyle Pod Lite harness
for hang gilder red & blue with lightning stripe
vgc suitable for pilot height 175 cm $350 ono
also
Moyes full face helmet 7.25" used only once &
in as new cond $150 ph Peter 074 429315
Moyes Mission 170 nov low hrs LE blue US fluoro pink with small fluoro yellow tnangle falred
king post, speed bar spare round "A" frame batten profile & manual waterproof cover pod harness High Energy chute Skytech flightdeck
instruments Pagen books all vgc $2500 ph 076
613498
Aero 150 nov 50 hrs top cond $1800 ph 070
993399 Ex 1
Xtralite 147 exp int clear sc rim LE mylar TS dk
blue/fluoro green US $3900 also
Xact II harness blue/grey with PA chute suit

5'7"-6' $750 also
Ball dual scale 651 vario $350 ph 07 55784322
BH , 07 55755204 AH
Xtralite 147 exp int full mylar surfcote white LE
green US only 8 mths old $3700 ph Justin 07
38702836
GTR 162 int VG speed bar faired uprights batten
profile owner manual $1000 ono also
Mars 170 nov with batten profile owner manual
$800 ono also
Moyes pod harness large red with grey stripes
2 steel carabiners $300 ono also
High Energy Parachute owner manual $300
ono also
Carrera helmet full $40 ono also
Aussi Skins insulated flight suit (large) blue &
grey $75 ono also
Sjostrom model 90 QIB variometer & altimeter owner's manual $500 ono also
Plainsman Avtronics variometer & altimeter
mounting bracket technical manual 12 volt
charger $100 ono also
Skywatch airspee d indicator, owners manual
$100 ono also
Two altimeters standard aircraft type $100 ono
ea also
Uniden hand held 40 ch UHF radio with
Electrophone speaker mike 240 & 12 volt
chargers $300 ono also
Roof racks (Supa Racks) three 150 mm high
crossbars wlbuilt-in ratchet straps, rubber inserts
$100 ono ph 07 32985658, 07 32299233 BH ask
for Barb
Brand new (never used) F2 Tandem glider by
Pacific Air Waves price $4500 also
Xtralite 147 exp int new late 1994 It green US
white TS clear LE best price above $2500 also
Parachute 18 gore, 3 yrs old price $350 ph 07
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55333596
Xtralite 147 exp int green US clear scrim low hrs
1 yo well cared for $4000 ana ph Dave Redman
078183852 AH
Magic IV 166 int VG airfoil tubing red LE
blue/yellow US vgc a great second glider for
coastal flying $300 ana ph Ron 07 38820004 H,
32054866 W
Skylink Hornet ZA T2-2510 59 hrs 532 Rotax
white wing & pod comes with new spare left &
right aluminium for the wings both inside & outside sections for opinion call Phil Pritchard
(instructor) 018 761193 or 075462412 price
$12,000
Brauniger AV Comp varia software cables & air
speed indicator all pc $750 ph 07 8645716 W,
072089745 AH
Foil 160 int amazingly gc for older glider gd sail
new AN bolts etc ph Shannon 07 2666240 $500
ana
Combat 11152 (int) purple LE flucro yellow &
purple US incl batten profile gc $1500 ana ph
070537149 leave message
Desire 151 (int) 80 hrs great glider with
Crocodile pattern on US bargain at $2200 ph
075462412 or 018761193
XT 165 int ec only 90 hrs $1700 also
Tracer harness near new suit med build or 172
cm $400 also
Moyes wheel large $80 also
Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots by Peter
Chaney $30 ph Brian 07 55372372

Victoria
Foil 135 int only one ever made lightweight glider for the smaller pilot gd 1st high performance
ship VB compensator & fibreglass tips batten
profile in vgc $900 also
Ball va rio with Skywatch wind meter $250 also
Moyes front entry pod with PA parachute vgc
$700 or $1750 for the lot ph 03 97299261
Trike T2-2737 Pegasus XL465 HP 18 rnths old
200 hrs red LE white MS red & black US
$12,000 ana also
Aero 150 nov mint LE white MS fluoro yellow &
fluoro pink US ex cond $1800 ana for all the
above glider enquiries 057 501174 AH, 018
570168 BH
Combat 139 C int low mileage 40 hrs flying time
white TS totally red US kept with care (under
cover) last run of the top Combat. All the extras
speed bar faired everything sleeved LE $2100
ph George X 04 11198877 or 03 95961779

is a great machine for the budget conscious
flyer. I need to sell & will negotiate an extremely
attractive price for a genuine buyer. If you are
ready to buy a trike but don't want to spend a
fortune on an Edge call me on 03 93791960

Keller pod harness med (>1.8m) blue with
chute $450 ana also
Sjostrom vario almost new $450 also
Beginner harness for learning only $40 ph 03
95433262

Moyes Tracer harness blue with grey &
turquoise trim up to 6 It CIW Apco chute $850
also
Fly tee 3005 va rio $450 all items as new in ex
cond only been used a few times ph Greg on
051 456746 AH, 051 496402 BH

Quantum 462 T2-2751 new cond full instruments & always hangared only 6 months old &
60 hrs $23,900 ph Tony 018574068

Aero 165 Race int ex cond $2200 058 215957
AH
Moyes Mars 170 nov gc low hrs mylar LE batten
profile pod hamess helmet training wheels etc
$1200 the lot will separate 03 98532672
Foil 152 Combat int white lE & TS, grey & fluoro green US it has 1200 mm stiffeners in lE in
vgc $1850 ph Hugh 7181920 or 019 936788
Combat 11152 int purple LE purple & pink US
LE sleeves & extra battens spare upright vgc
$1800 ph Phil 060 562885 or Rohan 053 492845
XL 145 (nov) Unmarked new condition. Great
first glider for smaller people 45-65 kg. Light (20
kg) & very very easy to fly. Just remember this
glider has better performance than the best
paragliders & the para world record is up in the
250 km region. If you are being told you need
more performance you are not being advised or
instructed well. Along with this glider you can
have all the ongoing coaching you can handle
from Dermot's 20 year and many 200 km experience. Blue lE lilac & white US $1900 ana ph
Jeanette 057 544910
XS 155 exp int Nov '89 king post hang 250 hrs
grey LE pink TS purple US with manual/maintenance log, batten profile & spare upright & base
bar Reliable robust fast glider $1200 Steve AH
038733473, BH 03 5415291
Trike T2-2726 dealer's show model for sale in
perf cond 50 hr total time Mercury the largest
selling training trike in UK STOl the only trike
with rear hydrolastic & twin air shocker front suspension. 503 with twin 22 Itr tanks, rear steering,
front drum brake, $19500 total instrumentation
including Magellan GPS with moving map $2100
Icom A20 VHF radio $650 Comunica full intercom with helmets $1200 new light weight trailer
with extra wide track $700 distributors price, will
not separate $20,900 complete flyaway package, all in show room condition Trike Air 03
95348540,018583668
PVC storage tube with aerodynamic front cap &
locking rear cap suit most gliders will transport to
Melbourne for delivery $200 ph 051 222636

Buzzard trike with Arrow II wing Tl-2054 this

UVEX
The helmet camp pilots wear.
The world's lightest full face
helmet, designed for your
comfort and safety.

It's the best money call buy.
Available in XS/SIMIL/XL/XXL

Phone 075 463021
38

Trike - AirBorne
Edge Executive
12 months old
with electric start
T2-2648 full
instrumentation
incl compass ,
low noise,
strobe, in-fligh1
trim , as new
cond, always
hangered
Replacement
cost is over
$24,000, sell for
$18,950 ana.
Very urgent sale
phone 057
501555
Aero 165 int pink
white blue only
50 hrs ex cond
$2400 ana also

Edge 582 electric T2-2685 only 60 hrs $21500
full spec & trim & cover save thousands ph Tony
018574068
Hang glider: 1990 Firebird New Wave 15
(German Hi-performance) 7075 tubing new side
wires white with fluoro pink LE gd cond recently
stripped & checked $300 also
Varia home made works well $80 also
Moyes pod harness blue suit med build gd 1st
harness gd cond $180 ph 03 7761056 H.
6765821 W
Foil 152 Combat II int pink LE yellow US ec
$2000 also
Moyes pod harness suit 5'8"-6' blue in ec $250
ph David 015 830933
Icom 40G UHF handheld radio with VOX headset & charger almost new still in box $500 also
Foil 160B Racer int 80 hrs flying has not been
used in the past 3 yrs ec & the ideal 1st high
performance wing. complete with manual, & batten profile can be viewed in Melbourne by
arrangement. This would have to be the best
glider buy in Australia. $1000 ph 056 235758

ACT
Model hang gliders quality crafted limited number available CASH ON DELIVERY size approx.
nearly 3' or 90 em wing tip to wing tip, on its own
stand. To be picked up only at 5 Lupus Place
Giralang Canberra ACT 2617. Graham Hyles.
Trike Raven 462LC T2-2535 brother to the
Skylink Hornet but faster 85 mph the same sleek
wing as the new Venturer. A fast 2 seater Xcountry tourer 4.5 hrs endurance very stable,
light in the roll. Full instruments, strobellanding
lights, radio setup, carby heat. Iva prop includes
trailer with wing carrier & cover. $10,200 Ph
Trevor for photo & magazine article 06 2516160
W, 06 2585496 H
XT 165 nov good looking glider speed bar &
wheels low flying hours vgc $1900 ph 06
2513762
Gyro 145 nov trainer It blue It pink & white with It
blue lE 2 yo less than 12 hrs flying time ec
$1500 ana ph Susan Martin 06 2496822 W, 06
2429992 H

Western Australia
Backup chute manual deploy. incl certified
repack $400 ph Matt 09 3286130 after 8 pm
Aero 170 nov 10 hrs airtime $2000
Skylite harness black/purple stripe $650
parachute 24 gore $450
Sjostrom varia $400 all in one sale $3200
ph/fax 097 212427
Moyes XS 155 exp int king post hang grey LE
yellow MS ~ blue US vgc a steal @ $1300 ph
Paul 09 2502744
Trike Pegasus Quantum 582 T2-2711 AIt, ASI,
tach 0 , hours, EGT. water gauges low noise,
Airplast prop 215 hrs 18 mths old radio, headsets, intercom , helmets, cover 018574068 Tony
Dennis
Aero 165 with race & VG options, Airsport
Wedgie harness suit 180 crn Icom 40G UHF
radio & Brauniger Basis alto/varia all as new,
cheap entry at $3050 ana ph 09 4485402 ~
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ceptional!
Tomas Suchanek
(Czech Republic)

Yoshikatu Tonom ura
Uapan)

US NATIONALS 95
1st

Tomas Suchanek

6th Tammy Burcar
7th Steve Gilmour

1st

XTRALITE 147
XTRALITE 137
XTRALITE 147

Women 's category:
Tammy Burcar

XTRALITE 137

NIPPON MASTERS 95
1st

Yoshikatu Tonomura

3rd Eiichi Tanaka
Tammy Burcar (USA)
with the Moyes team (left to right) :
Steve Gilmour, Jon Durand

XTRALITE 137
XTRALITE 137

WORLD AEROBATICS 95
1st

Aaron Swepston

XTRALITE 137

Bill Hartke (Moyes California),
Tomas Suchanek, Dave Adams
and Jed Gilmour.

197 KM FAI TRIANGLE
New record, SI Andres les Alpes (France):
Helmut Denz (Germany)

XTRALITE 147

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS Pty Ltd 173 Bronte Road Waverley NSW 2024 Austra li a Tel: 61 23875622 Fax: 61 2387 44 72

